Hackett arraigned in Superior Court, pled not gmlty to all charges
By LIZ BOMZE and KAITLIN
McCAFFERTY

MANAGING EDITOR AND EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A month after his initial arraignment m Waterville District Court,
Edward J. Hackett appeared for a second arraignment Tuesday morning in
Kennebec County Superior Court,
where he pled not guilty to all six
criminal charges—-kidnapping, aggravated assault, unlawful sexual contact,
robbery, theft and intentional or knowing murder of Dawn Rossignol.
Unlike when he was first, arraigned
on formal complaints of kidnapping
and intentional or knowing murder of
Rossignol, Hackett was this week
arraigned on an indictment made
Thursday, Nov. 13 by the Grand Jury.
Hackett 's demeanor was drastically
altered from his Waterville appearance. As police escorted him into the
courtroom, the defendant made pro-

fane gestures and verbalized his blatant aggravation with media attention
and what he considered reporting
errors in previous articles. Hackett's
attorney, Pamela J. Ames, specified
the inaccuracies to reporters after the
arraignment: a handwritten sign bound
to a stick with black and red electrical
tape found by police near the railroad
tracks was linked to the defendant in
the affidavit and in ensuing articles.
Also, she .said, allegations of rape
"have nothing to do with this case."
The charge of unlawful sexual contact,
however, includes "penetration," as
does the original affidavit.
Hackett 's behavior persisted until the
judge entered the room and he resisted
leaving after court had recessed.
Before court went into session,
Ames spoke quietly with him and
looked over the charges with him. She
was overhead saying to a law enforcement official standing guard nearby,
"He's not in control."

After the defendant
was driven back to
Kennebec
County
Jail, Deputy Attorney
General
William
Stokes told the press
that the. defendant's
entry OTa not guilty
plea is "a routine
event," despite his
confession to the
Portland Press Herald
just over a month ago.
Because Hackett had
moved from District
to Superior Court and
had not yet discussed
the latter 's charges,
the defendant entered
'.
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.
pleas of not guilty to
Edward J. Hackett stares at reports in the courtroom at his indictment Nov. 13.
all six charges, as
Ames predicted , he
would last week.
is not appropriate to plead guilty," "wants to take responsibility for his
"Until the defense attorney and the Ames said.
Regardless of the pleas, Hackett
defendant are aware of the charges, it
Continued on Page 3
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Academic under performance varies dramatically between teams.

Responding to concerns that Colby,
and the New England Small College
Athletic Conference as a whole, are
affected by problems with athletic
recruiting and under performance,
College President William D. Adams last
winter convened a Task Force on Athletic
Recruiting and Academic Performance,
which has formulated a series of recommendations addressing topics including
recruiting, leadership and the role of athletics on campus.
In addition to the task force recommendations, a report prepared . by
Director of the Office of Institutional
Research and Assessment Mark

Christmas lights spark fire Post leads to new Colby GOP webmaster
caused the clothes hanging on a nearNEWS EDITOR
by hook to blaze.
The automatic sprinkler systems
A noontime fire in Heights 112, installed in every room extinguished
started by a set of Christmas li ghts ' the flames before fire officials arrived
which shorted over a doorway last on the scene. Simonds said there was
Saturday, forced the 107 residents to minimal damage caused by the fire , as
evacuate for a few hours.
Continued on Page 2
Capt. of the Waterville Fire
Department Philip
Simonds believes
the fire was started
by a shortage in the
Christmas
li ghts
because they were
not hung properly
over the doorway in
the students ' room.
Sharks from the
wirc,which Simonds
believes could have
been prompted by
STIVENA. WEINIIERQ/Tlli: COIIIV ECHO
erosion of the wire, Maximo the bunny,
rescued.
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A post by Chris La Putt '03 titled
"Kassman's Rascals" in response to an
official e-mail by Vice President of
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman saying "I decry any gestures, activities, or statements that
demean or stereotype in an unflattering
way any individual or group," has
sparked further debate on the presence of
racism in the C^lby community.
La Putt, despite graduating last year,
maintained the Colby Republican's website, including it's link to blogspot.com, La
Putt 's personal page, which allows students
aswell as outsiders to make posts and comments in forum style. The link http://colbyrcpublicans.blogspot.com has no official
relationship with the Colby server.
However, on Nov, 18, Co-Presidents
of the Colby Republicans Chris
Surprenant '05 and Steve Bogdcn '05
decided to remove the link from the
header of the club's homepage.
"Aher being contacted in an unofficial
manner by Dcsui Kassman , |Bogdcn] and
I asked Chris La Putt to remove the link
to his personal blog from the banner of
our homepage," wrote Surprenant in a
letter to the Colby Republicans.
Bogdcn said the Colby Republicans
originall y aimed to have a forum page on
a private website, which can be accessed
outside of the official Colby Republicans
page , because "so-culled 'speech codes'
are becoming increasingly more common,"
However, as Surprenant noted ,
because it is La Putt 's personal page, he is
the only one that ever made original posts
and only just recently did members ol ' llie
Colby community choose to respond.
Emily Posner '04 brought La Putt 's
cartoon to the attention of the rest of the
Colby community through a Digest of
Civil Discourse on Nov. 14, She wauled
other students to view the cartoon and
decide for themselveswhelher or not it is
racist , she said.
"When 1 first saw the cartoon , 1 WIIS
shocked and appalled that anything so
distasteful , bigoted and racist would be
posted on the internet and associated

By STEVEN A. WEINBERG
OPINIONS EDITOR

Executive Director of the Center for
a Free Cuba Frank Calzone addressed
Colby about Cuba and the U.S. embargo last Monday. The Center is a
human rights non-governmental organization. His talk touched on topics
from the consequences of liftingj the
embargo against Cuba to the conditions of Cubans today
Calzone noted that the "embargo is
not the way to empower the Cuban
people. The Cuban people have to
empower themselves."
At the same time, he warned against
lifting the embargo and fears that if
American companies were allowed to
invest in Cuba, it would create proCastro lobbies in Washington.
Calzone spoke on the poor living
conditions experienced by most
Cubans. He said the average Cuban
income is $15 to $20 a week. This
poverty has been compounded by a
"Athletic
Recruitment, walk-on athletes and rated, or recruited, discrepancy of services offered to
Freeman,
Participation and Academic Performance athletes in its statistical analyses. tourists over citizens. He cited pharmaand Colby 1987-2002: Research Additionall y, it differentiates between cies within Cuba that sell only to
Findings and Analyses," packages statis- "high-profile" and "low-profile" ath- tourists, restricting ' the sale of everi
tics about Colby athletes ' admissions letes; high-profile sports are defined as antibiotics to Cubans.
football, men 's and women's basketball
He noted the island's lack of soveradvantage and academic perfonnance.
The role of athletics on campuses like and men's and women's ice hockey.
eignty from Spanish colonialism
According to both the report and through the United States via the Piatt
Colby 's has been much discussed recently, especially following the publication of "Reclaiming the Game," rated athletes Amendment. The United States added
"Reclaiming the Game: College Sports have an admissions advantage over other the Piatt Amendment, which allowed
for American intervention within
and Educational Values," by William D. applicants to NESCAC institutions.
Bowen and Sarah A. Levin, a study of
Additionally, according to Freeman, Cuba and established America's miliathletic recruitment and student-athletes' athletes as a group tend to have lower tary base on Guantanamo Bay, to
academic experiences at NESCAC and academic profiles than non-athletes. This Cuba 's Constitution after the Spanishis partiall y explained by the admissions American war. He saw the governIvy League institutions.
The "Freeman report," which cites advantage; however, many athletes ment of Fidel Castro as an extension
data on Colby students in particular, dif- "under perform" academically, meaning of this tradition. For "40 years Cuba's
sovereignty has been limited by a dicferentiates between athletes and non-athtator," he said.
letes, male and female athletes and
Continued on Page 3
Expanding on the leader, he said
"Castro does not see himself as a
Cuban leader, he sees himself as a historic leader."
Calzone characterized Castro 's
with the institution diat I pay $38,000 a party and racism , then maybe they decision to make Cuba Communist as
year to attend ," Posner said. "1 do not should be a little more careful about the a "bet on a losing horse," he said.
Another speaker on Cuba, Andres
care that the cartoon was not done by a webmaster they choose to manage their
currently enrolled student or that it is not webpage and should monitor with a little Gomez, had come to Colby during Latin
on the 'official' website. When 1 saw the more semtiny the things [La Putt] posts." American heritage month. He presented
La Putt posted a response to his car- a speech on "The Cuban 5," five allegedcartoon, 1 saw the Colby Republican web
address, not the address of another web- toon on Nov. 15. lie wrote that the car- ly unjustly accused Cuban intelligence
page and 1 saw it via the Colby toon was meant as "a form of satire," officers being held in die United States.
Republican webpage, giving me the expressing his feeling that Joseph should His speech was largely pro-Castro.
Explaining a sentiment sympathetic
impression that this was a cartoon not have been silenced if he wants to
to Castro, Gomez said, "Cuba is used
"make fun of his own race. "
approved by the club. "
"What 1 see at Colby is that they are sort of as a punching bag. If you don 't
"The off site segment of the Colby
Republicans website allows for absolute try ing to push diversity along at farcical like something with the US , like
freedom of speech, this is not to say the speeds! Tor what? So vve can say we beat Castro."
Some attendees disagreed with
Colby GOP endorses anything on the Bates and Bowdoin in the percent of
Colby blog. We have had a lot of internal minorities accepted? I' m sorry to say Gomez 's speech. "1 didn 't understand
discussion about what has been posted so this, but chances are the Colby Bubble is how bring ing a Castro sympathizer
far and (here are a variety of opinions on Ihe safest and raciall y tolerant place was a celebration of Latino heritage,
if Castro denies Cubans certain basic
the topic. The primary purpose is to you 'll ever be in ," La Putt wrote.
Kassman believed that while she human ri ghts," Twanette Rivas '06, a
allow club members to speak freel y
without fear of disci p linary action vis-a- found the cartoon offensive, "it is not so Cuban-American who was in attenmuch about me as it is the campus and dance, said.
vte Colby," Bogdcn said.
the
dialogue and this won't hel p."
Rivas organized Cal/.one's speech
La Putt 's page is still accessible on the
"The reason 1 am here is to attempt to last Monday. "In order to have a more
internet , however, not throug h the Colby
Republicans ' page, which has since been make life a bit easier for Republicans on educated debate, both sides needed to
shutdown by La Putt , and he has official- Ihis campus, as well as inform [student be presented ," she said.
Professor of Portuguese and
ly resigned as webmaster for the club' s republicans] of educational opportunities
both on campus and around the slate," Spanish Priscilla A. Doel had iniwebsite, which he has since shut down.
Posner, however, believes thai campus Surprenant wrote in the letter . "Ihis goal tiall y expressed interest in bring ing
Republicans should he more careful cannot be accomplished if people see our Calzone to Colby. After Calzone
about the material on their webpage if organization as one espousing the beliefs asked about chang ing plane tickets
they want to maintain a good image. "I expressed on that webpage. This is not an and speaking fees, Doel stated in a
argue thai if the Colby Republicans are argument against free speech or free letter to Calzone that his tri p would
indeed so worried about their public expression , Ihis is an argument from have to be cancelled. Doel
image and what they consider inappro- knowing when to pick battles and know- exp lained that proper "protocol "
was not being followed. She added
priate connections between their po litical ing who not to upset."
in the letter that perhaps he could
come next semester.
When asked about his encounters
with Doel , he said: "There was a
question about speaking fees, hut I
never charge speaking fees," he said.
"Hut if I gel a fee, I donate if. "
Cal/.one had wished to change a
plane ticket from Portland to New
York City, to Portland to Miami. He
said he would pay the balance of the
ticket change.
Doel has refused to comment
about Calzone '.s visit in any way.
More about the Center for a 1'iee
Cuba can be found at www.cubacenlei.org. More on Andres (ionic/, and
"The Cuban 5" can he found at
•»-•«•"-»
••-•
mWirmwmSmzmmm www.freethefive .qrg .
A cartoon image of Dean of Students Janice Kassman, posted by Chris La
Putt '03 In response to the recent Colby Idol controversy.

Statistics show under p erf ormance f or many Colby athletes
By EMILY HONIG

Calzone speaks to
both sides on Cuba

Micro-aggressions pa nelincites conversation
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the Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session!

LETTERS
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midni ght for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and signed and include an address or phone number. The Echo
will not , under any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
If possible, p lease submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on 3.5" disk
or via e-mail at echoia.colbv.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.
EDITORIALS
The Editorials are the official op inion of the majority of the Echo staff. Opinions
expressed in the individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not
of the Echo,
CONTACT Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an article,
p lease cal l us at (207)872-3349 or ext. 3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)872-3786 , e-mail
echoads@colhy du or fax (207)872-3555.

207«872»3349

echo@colby.edu

Who's Who

do this on a personal level,'" he said.
"It
was a means to spark discussion
¦ ''
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
.- ¦
and identify. issues at Colby that
might not be identified elsewhere."
The forum was sponsored by the
Geronimo Desumala '06, from
Multicultural
Affairs Committee, of
Freempntj Calif, works to bring Colby
students together in understanding . which Desumala is. a memben
Besides his role on the
their differences and similarities.
Desumala recently organized a Committee and as the president of
"forum on unspoken differences at Sturtevant, Desumala is working on
a motion to provide free anonymous
HIV testing at the Health Center.
Desumala was . also "heavily
involved" in the Bridge at the beginning of the year, but is "taking a breakright now. He said he would be "generally more involved" in the future.
~
"There are different forms of
being an activist. You can be militant
at the risk of being criticized or you
can just live as the person that you
are.' Just simply being out oh this
campus as a gay man I think should
NAOMI WILSON/ THE COLBY ECHO
say enough about being an activist."
Geronimo Desumala '06
As a double major in anthropology
Colby about status, class and how it and art, Desumala has also become
gets polarized when you 're in a involved in the performing arts. He
small community," he said.
will be in "Company," the1 musical
"There are subtle ways in which you scheduled for February, and acts in
can tell who's who at Colby," small plays for theater students.
Desumala said. "When people are talk- Desumala also sings in Chorale.
, "While you're acting like someing about spring break, they automatically make assumptions that someone body else, it gives you a chance to
has the resources to go somewhere, learn more^abodtyourself, as in the
when that isn't always the case."
little characteristics you might not
Desumala believes that talking notice," he said.
about these issues is "important in
Already having traveled to severterms of students and their self- al countries, including Bolivia ,
esteem. Everybody just tries to Mexico and Australia, during high
believe that it's middle class; nobody school, Desumala plans to study
focuses on [his or her] own self.
abroad in Cape Town, South Africa
"It was successful because indi- for a semester next year.
vidual s were able to open up and tell
After Colby, Desumala hopes to
their own sort of story and their own go into law, possibly working with
concerns, and people came to a con- corporations to change the inside
sensus and said 'yeah, this is a prob- structure of companies having a
lem at Colby and it needs to be negative impact on the environment
addressed, so let 's see how we can or people.
By KATIE HAMM

By BRENDAN SULLIVAN

trespassers.
In order to keep Colby students
feeling safe and secure from any
Colby Security and the Waterville security breach, the Security
Police Department have maintained Department offers escorts around
an increased presence on campus fol- campus. "We're getting a lot of calls
lowing the death of Dawn Rossignol. for escorts," Chenevert said, "espeDespite the heightened safety mea- cially on Thursday, Friday and
sures, Colby students have reported a Saturday nights."
series of complaints of suspicious
To help Security deal with the
activity, with at least one resulting in large number of escort requests, the
a trespassing violation, said Security Student Government Association
Director Pete Chenevert.
has set up a volunteer student escort
While most of the complaints have service.
turned out to be non-threatening,
"We set [the volunteer service] up
Chenevert said that an unidentified to alleviate the burden
to
number of Waterville residents "were [Security]," SGA President Derek
issued a trespassing warning for hang- Taff '04 said.
ing around the parking lots, and were
The Waterville Police Department
escorted off campus by police."
has also teamed up with Security,
Up to this point, no further legal patrolling campus more regularly
actions have been taken against the than before Rossignol's death and
STAFF WRITER
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By KATIE HAMM
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Starting in February, the Student
GovernmentAssociate will be sponsoring a
month-long trial period of the USA Today
Collegiate Readership Program.
The program brings various newspapers to college campuses "to enhance
the learning environment on university
campuses by providing students with an
opportunity to be more informed about
the events shaping their lives," according to the program 's website.
The trial period is of no charge to the
school. During the month of February,
USA Today, the New York Times, the
Boston Globe, the Portland Press Herald
and possibly the Financial Times will be
available to students, SGA President
Derek Tail''04 said.
The newspapers will be placed in a
"cross section" of big dorms, small
dorms, chem-free halls and dorms with
dining halls, Taff said.
The number of total newspapers accessible to students will probably be "somewhere in the 400 range," Taff said. "It's
found on average that each newspaper is
read four or live times, someone will
leave it on a table in a dining hall ;uid then

American Airlines©

I
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responding to complaints of suspicious activity on campus. "We have a
good working relationship with the
Waterville PD; they serve as our
backup when we need them,"
Chenevert said.
Now that security manpower has
been increased , physical security
changes are also underway on campus. The Board of Trustees has
approved funding for the installation
of access key pads outside of Miller
Library, Lovejoy and the science
complex, according to Taff. If all
goes according to plan, the access
pads will be installed and functioning
by January.
The College has hired consultants
to evaluate campus safety and pinpoint any potentially dangerous areas
Continued on Page 3

By KATIE HAMM
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Thirteen members of the Colby
Republicans traveled to South Portland on
Mon., Nov. 10 to hear Laura flush speak.
The event , a fundraiser for the 2004
Flush-Cheney campaign, was attended by
roughly 120 to 140 Maine State College
Republicans, according to Publicity Chair
of the Colby Republicans Jack Sisson
'(Mi . There were 40 students from Hates
College and 30 f rom Dovvdoin College,
Students from University of Maine
Bangor, University of Maine I'nrmington,
University of Maine Orono, University of
Southern Maine and St. Joseph's College
were also present,
Tlie fundraiser was Field at the Sable
Oaks Marriott Hotel in South Portland,
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another person will pick it up. So 400 is
really more like 1600."
Representativesof the program will also
be surveying students during the trial period
about their response to the program.
If the program is successful among
students for that month, SGA will then
decide how they would like to continue
it for the rest of the academic year.
"It's a very flexible program," Taff
said. The school may change the newspapers they are receiving or the number
of papers during the program, according
to Taff. The distributor delivers the
papers, so there is "no added burden" to
the school. They also recycle the papers
and Colby would not be charged for any
unread papers.
The number of locations would likely increase if the program continues
until the end of the year.
"If it 's successful, it would ideally be
in all the dorrns," Taff said,
Taff estimates that the expense of the
program from the end of the trial period
to the end of the school year would be
about $5,000.
As SGA worked fo 'pay off their debt
earlier this year, "it turned out we were
in better shape to do that than expected," Taff said. "We have earmarked

some funds that we still have in the budget [for the r USA Today program]
because of this. In terms of the future,
there will hopefully be other people,
like Bro or SPB, willing to contribute."
Taff mentioned that President
William D. Adams is "very supportive"
of the program.
"From our perspective, I think it
accomplishes many of the five objectives SGA works toward," Taff said. "If
it's in the dorms, then it improves residential life. It 's an academic component , and it 's a huge life skills
component. People become more sensitive to the issues too, so it hits on diversity and multiculturalism."
The motion to make plans for the
Pilot Program, the trial period , was proposed by Grossman President Meghan
Gallery '06 at the October 26
Presidents' Council meeting.
"This is mostly a liberal-minded
school, so it's good to have a good mix
of viewpoints and newspapers,"
Gallery said. "This provides access and
makes it such that it 's not an effort to be
informed, We have the privilege of this ,
and hopefully peop le will take advantage of it, "

Colby Republicans attend Laura Bush event
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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Following the panelists' introductory statements, students were
allowed to ask pertinent
questions.
Mike
Crawford '04 questioned
how satire can work
against micro-aggressions. Gilkes
and
Yasinski were among
UZ B0MZE/THE COLBY. ECHO
those who responded.
Six panelists discussed race concerns.
"Sometimes humor
can be an educative device when rational tion process has no guarantee for that
discoursejust"doesn't get it,"Gilkes said, because you can't use Colby money in
adding caution moments later. "Humor excluding ways."
can teach, but it is a very fine line."
In response to a question regarding
"The real danger in humor is trying to the lack of "ideological diversity" posed
joke about an experience you haven't by Student Government Association
been a part of," Yasinski added. ¦
President Derek Taff '04, Gilkes also
Other topics included accountability commented, "We shouldn't practice
for the exisTihg institutional structures conservation affirmative action for
and adhering strictly to principles like white racists...There is no need to give
free speech, and multicultural housing. white supremacists a seat at the table."
"Adhering strictly to a principle means
Reference Librarian Marilyn Pukkila
that marginalized students pay a high cost raised one of the final questions: "how
while white students can choose to com- can white people distinguish thempletely ignore it," McFadden said.
selves to be supportive and combat
Similarly referring to dominant micro-aggressions?" Several of the
group privilege with the latter issue, panelists responded that challenging
Gilkes discussed how there are "cultur- micro-aggressive language and stereo, al realities that people will not address" types are obvious steps.
and how, given that multicultural hous"Speak up in class," McFadden
ing is meant to provide a "safe space" urged. "Students of color don't have to
for marginalized students, "the applica- be the only ones having this argument."

SGA helps to bring newspapers to campus

Book Spring Break Cancun
Fly "non-stop " from Boston
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to educate ourselves about all those
hierarchies and find out ways riot to perpetuate them," she said in her introduction to the discussion.
Most of the two-hour discourse period consisted of the panelists' both present and past personal accounts of
micro-aggressions at Colby and elsewhere, several of them admittihg to
Land's claim that they are, as Tappan
decreed himself, "micro-aggressors" as
up in an
inherently
a result of growing^
prejudiced society.
"We all contribute to micro-aggressions," Stanton said.
Yasinski (who noted that when he
Google-searched "micro-aggression"
that morning, three of the top 20 matching sites mentioned Colby), when outlining some of the causes of
micro-aggressions, suggested that "the
typical white, liberal response is paralysis." McFadden, focusing her point
alternatively and specifically on the
recent chalking arguments, proposed
the problem of subject change when
discussing race.
"Students changed the subject from
race," she said. "T would talk to you if
you addressed me in the correct way—
not with vulgarity,'" she believes has
been the reaction of many members of
this community. "We change the subject a
lot and that's the problem."

New measures boost campus security

Geronimo DesumalaVS

$100 pp deposit due by November 30th

MANAGING EDITOR

Continuing the dialogue of race concerns during Racial Awareness Week
(Nov. 10-14), students, faculty and
administrators filled Lovejoy 100 last
Wednesday night for a panel discussion
on micro-aggressions at Colby. Six panelists—Associate Professor of Education
Mark Tappan Associate Professor of
^
American Studies Margaret McFadden,
PC Consultant Cora Clukey, John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Professor of
Sociology and African-American Studies
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes, Associate
Dean of Multicultural Affairs Cecilia
Stanton, Administrative Vice President
and Treasurer Arnie Yasinski and
Associate Professor of Philosophy Jill
Gordon—presented responses' themselves,personal anecdotes of experiences
as victims or perpetuators of microaggressions and explanations of why and
how they are plaguing our society..
" Director of Student Activities Lisa
Hallen mediated the panel.
"Micro-aggressions," according to
Pugh Community Board Co-Chair Julie
Land '04, "are subtle forms of discrimination that perpetuate the status quo. We
have all grown up in a society that has
taught us to be racist, sexist, homophobic, xenophobic, and it is our obligation

KATIE HAMM , ASST. NEWS EDITOR
MARISA MacNAUGHTON, COPY EDITOR

MILES DICKSON, WEBMASTER
ALEXIS CASELLE, AD. MANAGER

By LIZ BOMZE

Because of security concerns, it was a
private event with strict security precautions. Students did not receive any
information about the details until the
day of the event and all students were
required to give their social security
numbers to the Secret Service, Sisson
said, Measures were also taken to
ensure that the press would not be there,
A rally in support of President Flush
and tlie First Ludy was held while Ms,
Bush was walking in to the hotel, Katie
Varney '07, who attended (lie event, said,
While not all studenin were able to
hear Ms. Bush's speech because of
space constraints, she spoke for about
20 minutes, Sisson said, "on the state of
America, the state of Maine."
"Some students got to take pictures with
her and shake lier lrnnd," Sisson said.
Certain students, including some from

Colby, were also appointed tasks upon
arriving at the fundraiser, Sisson said, such
as helping register and guide people.
Two thousand-two gubernatorial candidate Peter Ciancholtc also spoke at the
event, Sisson said , and Republican senators Senator Susun Collins and Senator
Olympia Snow also attended.
"Maine is a Tier 1 voting state, so the
candidates are channeling a fair amount
of resources here," Sisson said. "There
are a lot of activities to take part in, It
was a greut event for the club to sec
politics is hero and we're involved. It 's
a good thing for Colby students who n
lot of the time feel we are alienated
from politics because we me in Maine,"
"1 definitely think it was successful;
it was n great opportunity for the
College Republicans to come together,"
Varney said,

Wt Heistsemt
atedmonf layation
Continued from Page 1
well as some smoke and water damage.
Because the sprinklers release 20
gallons of water per minufe7 some of
the water did seep through the floor to
cause some damage on the first floor,
according to Simonds.
The Physical Plant Department
worked overtime to clean up the mess
made by the sprinklers, according to
Director of Security Peter Chenevert.
The room was inhabited by Nicole
Stadelman '06 and Ashley Lamb '06.
Lamb was. in the room when the fire
started, but was able to escape safely
with their pet rabbit .
At this point the Fire Marshall is
working on an official report, according to Stadelman . Estimations on the
cost to restore the . rooms are also
underway and it is still unclear
whether Stadelman and Lamb will
have to pay for any of the damages to
the room. Stadelman expressed that
there might also be punishment for the
pet rabbit.
Students were evacuated from the
building at the sound of the fire alarm.
Vice President of Student Affair and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
moved students into a Dana lounge
and there gave them further instruction as to when they would be allowed
into the dorm again.
"It was mentioned that when
Kassman made an announcement in
Dana about the fire, she said that the
Christmas li g hts were intertwined
with our clothing and this is completely untrue. The towels and jackets that
were hang ing on the back of our door
were hang ing well below where the
Christmas li ghts had been , and it was
the sparks from the wire that caught
the clothing on fire . In no way did we
string Christmas lights on our clothes,
or vice versa," said Stadelman.
Foremost , Stadelman was relieved
that the lire did not gel out of contro l
and no one was hurt. "The fact
remains , regardless of the lire and any
of the damage , no one was injured—
my roommate , me and any other residents , lire crew or the rabbit—the
materia] things can he replaced , and
that is the most important thing . "
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ABC- 'journalist Dan Harris addresses Colby students Real World s Danny
Roberts sp eaks to Colby
stand from Harris's perspective how the
Iraqis felt about the American occupation.
"They want American style democDan Harris '93 climbed his way to the racy, everyone wants freedom ," Harris
forefront of ABC broadcast journalism said "And, yes, they resent us. Iraqis
from his start as a reporter at WLBZ feel humiliated on a bunch of levels.
Channel 2 News in Bangor. Since 9/11, Nobody likes to be occupied. It is tough
Harris has played an integral part in pre- to swallow Americans telling them
senting Middle Eastern conflict. He came what to do on a daily basis... I think
to Colby on Thursday, Nov. 13 to field there was a certain amount of embarquestions about his experience as a jour- rassment that they didn't do the job
nalistin the Middle East as well as to offer themselves, that we had to come in and
insight into Arab perceptions of the United do it for them."
Questions regarding censorship,
States to a packed room bf Colby students.
editing
and the ethics of journalism
break
in
news
came
big
Harris's
allowed
Harris to do away with any
when he was asked, while in Pakistan,
to take a tour of the Taliban territory. preconceived notions of reporting in a
Harris was the only American reporter war zone, particularly an Arab country
asked to go on the trip and in his dis- where censorship of their own is a frecussion likened the experience of enter- quent occurrence.
"Let me distinguish between censoring the Taliban-controlled territory to
ship and editing;" Harris noted.
entering "the heart of darkness."
"To be in enemy territory in the heart "Sometimes when you are in the middle
of the Taliban stronghold and to get out of editing it feels like censorship. When
of the car and be surrounded by the peo- you are being censored by the governple who were totally curious and benign ment, which has never happened to me,
they certainly keep an eye on you. In
was incredible," Harris said.
Many of the questions were focused terms of editing, it is a very rigorous
around Harris's five months in Iraq. editing process that goes on at ABC."
Harris also noted that he has never
Specifically, one student aimed to under-

By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

received any political pressure from
the government while on assignment,
"l am sure there has been a lot of political pressure put on my bosses, but
that has never been translated to me."
Asking a related question, another :
student expressed concern for possible |
sensationalizing of stories, particularly |
how it is that journalists report accu- '
rately, versus stations like Fox News,
which the student cited as an example
of sensational journalism. "News has
always been sensational;" Harris I
replied. "I have some respect for some
NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
'- Harris '93 discusses time in Iraq.
of the things [Fox News] has done. I Dan
don't feel that I am ever forced into a
position where I am covering a story that bunch of pictures and come back and
I thriik is illegitimate and somehow dam- sleep in your nice hotel. It's the best of
aging to the public."
both worlds in some ways," he noted.
Harris also spoke at length about his
Many students questions regarded
time reporting on the Israeli/Palestinian one of the major conflicts of journalconflict in Israel. He described this con- ism, the reporter's emotions and poliflict as having all the central parts of a tics entering into the news, Harris
news story, such as the intertwining of believed that for the most part,
politics and_religion, as well as noting reporters are able to keep their "politiwhat a unique country Israel is. "Israel is cal distance" from a story. Of himself
perhaps my favorite foreign assignment. he noted, "I am more passionate about
You can go to Israel, stay in a really nice figuring out the contours of the debate
hotel at night and go to a war zone dur- than figuring out my own opinion."
ing the day...take a car to Gaza, shoot a

Millard and Wilson receive endowed chair positions
DNA and drugs and questions how some
small molecules cause cancer while oth¦ ¦
FEATURES EDITOR ',.' '/ ¦ :
ers act against the disease. She is also
working on a textbook for non-majors
Effective Nov. 1, two new endowed with the working title "Adventures in
chair appointments were made. W. Chemistry."
"I'm obviously delighted to have been
Herbert Wilson, Jr. was appointed to the
Leslie Brainerd Arey Chair in named the Merrill Professor and feel
Biosciences and Julie T. Millard was very fortunate to be part of the Colby
appointed to the J. Warren Merrill chemistry program. I' ve had the opportuProfessorship in Chemistry and Natural nity to work with very talented students
both in my research laboratory and in my
History.
'
"Endowed chairs are assigned to fac- classes, and I enjoy watching them go on
ulty by [College President William D. to do great things." Millard said.
"[Millard] has served as associate
Adams]. Receiving an endowed chair is
separate from the process of promotion chair of chemistry, while maintaining
for faculty. Endowed chairs are assigned an active program of research in bioin recognition of contributions that a fac- chemistry,"Yeterian said. "She.has proulty member has made to the Collegeand ,. vided critical leadership for the
to their discipline," Vice President for advancement of women science faculty
Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty at Colby through her activities with the
Forum for Women in Science."
Edward Yeterian said.
Millard is currently on sabbatical for
Millard has taught general chemistry,
biochemistry and chemistry for non- the 2003-2004 academic year.
majors at Colby since 1991. Her current
. According to Millard's website, she
research focuses on interactions between also was hired to play a grill waitress in

By EMILY HONIG

NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

Danny Roberts, a cast member of the Real World New Orleans, came to
campus last Thursday to discuss homophobia in the military and other sexuality issues. The tension and divide regarding the queer community was
raised and discussed by various members of the audience and Roberts.

COURTESY OF COMMUNICATIONS

W Herbert Wilson.

the HBO film "Empire Falls," filmed
COURTESY OF COMMUNICATIONS
this fall in the Waterville and Julie Millard.
Skowhegan area,
Wilson, who has served as depart- said. "He has worked to strengthen the
ment chair for the biology department biomedical sciences at Colby by servfor the past four years, teaches courses ing as project director of Colby's curon winter ecology, ornithology . and rent grant from the Howard Hughes
marine vertebrates at Colby. For the past Medical Institute."
nine years, his research has focused on
The Brainerd chair was previously
the winter forest ecology of chickadees. held by longtime Professor of Biology
"I'm a field biologist, so most of my Art Champlin, who died in July.
"Professor Champlin 's dedication to
research is done outside," Wilson said.
"[Wilson] has provided important Colby students was immense," Wilson
service to the Department of Biology said. He said he is "delighted and humby serving as chair, while continuing to bled" to be awarded the chair.
be active as an ornithologist," Yeterian

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log November 2003
Nature :
Auto Accident
Auto Accident
Citation
Auto Accident
Medical Response
Medical Response
Medical Response
Fire
'
Citation
Citation
Citation
Trespass Warning
Citation
Citation
Part y Closed Down

Date:
11/8/03
11/11/03
11/13/03
11/14/03
11/14/03
11/15/03
11/15/03
11/15/03
11/16/03
11/15/03
11/15/03
11/16/03
11/15/03
11/16/03
11/15/03

SECURITY: Update
Continued from Page 2

Time:
2:10 a.m.
3:14 a.m .
10:17 p.m
2:20 p.m.
10:33 p.m.
12:58 a.m.
2:40 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
12:20 a.m.
11:45 p.m.
11:20 p.m.
4:11a.m.
10:28 p.m.
12:37 a.m.
11:47 p.m.

Location:
Waterville
Dana Parking Lot
Woodman Hallway
Robert s Lot
Residence Hall
Residence Hall
Residence Hall
Heights 112A , 112B
Mary Low 302
AMS Community Rm,
AMS Basement
Lovejoy Computer Rm.
Outside Leonard
Marrincr Hall
AMS Hall

Disposition:
Security
Security
Deans Office
Security
Maine General
Maine General
Maine General
WTVL Fire Department
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Security
Deans Office
Deans Office
Dean Office

Comments:
Jitney Accident
Vehicle damaged in lot
Drinking Game
Minor damage done in lot
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Room fire caused by Christmas li ghts
Possession of College Property
Underage Consumption
Open Container
Open Container
Vandalism
Vandalism and control problems

Nick Simon appointed first year representative;
2007 advisory panel links first years to SGA
By ALLYSON RUDOLPH
ASST. FEATURES EDITOR

Beginning this year, and potentially
continuing into the future, the newly
appointed class representative for the
class of 2007 will work with an advisory panel to keep the first year population in contact with the Student
Government Association.
This newly appointed class of 2007
representative, Nick Simon '07, was
unanimously approved at the Sun.
Nov. 9 Presidents ' Council meeting.
The first year class representatives are
typically assigned later in the year, but
SGA decided to make the appointment
earlier "because we felt there was a
critical need ," SGA President Derek
Taff '04 said.
"First years, are the most difficult
group to communicate with," Taff said.
According to Taff, first years are
often the least aware of where to turn
if they have problems. u By sophomore, junior and senior year you
know the ropes a bit ," Taff said.
Because of this, the SGA wanted an
official contact with the class of 2007
"as soon as possible."
Although most positions are elected, first year class representatives are
always appointed by SGA
In addition , the appointment of
Simon "makes us [the SGA] more
accountable " lo the first years, which
was a goal, according to Taff.
Simon learned about the opportunity to become a class representative by
an e-mail that was sent to all first year<)
earlier in the semester. Simon said that
he decided to apply because he has

ATHLETICS: Taskforcerecommendationsaimedalathleticculture, academicperformance
Continued from Page 1

that once at school , they perform below
the level predicted by indicators like high
or situations, according to CFienevert . school class rank and SAT scores.
One possibili ty includes security
"On average, individual athletes , parcameras in areas like the parking lots. ticularly rated athletes and male highMeanwhile , Chenevert said that he profile athletes , are performing
"encourages students to call for an academically at levels well below their
escort whenever they feel like it ," and academic potential ," Freeman wrote.
that , "it 's great that they are calling so
Importantly, however, the level of
thai they feel sale."
under performance varies dramaticall y
SGA has also taken steps to help between sports; athletes on severa l teams
members of the student body protect have historicall y "over performed."
themselves by hiring .self-defense
"[Under performance] is not characinstructors to give clinics at Colby. teristic of all teams," Adam s said. "The
Rape Aggression Defense Systems real issue here is making sure that people
instructors offered a "long and com- succeed in all the ways we would expect
prehensive " presentation on self- them to and want them to."
de fense to Colby students last month ,
Adams said that this is an "institutionaccording to Tali", though few people al issue, not a problem that athletics has
showed interest or signed up.
in an isolated way."
Taff uttributed this to the fact that
"1 reall y don 't think anything is bro"it was very long and was primarily ken. We're just restating that academics
for women onl y." SGA plans to and athletics go hand-in-hand ,"
bring a "more gender-blind self- Swimming and Diving Coach and task
defense course" to Colby in the force member Tom Burton .said.
spring, Tail'said.
However, "the only group studied was
lie added his hope that Colby stu- athletes," and therefore a causal relationdents have felt "a move Forward in ship between athletics and under perforterms of increased security on cam- mance is not fully proven , Softball
pus," and he applauds Colby 's "calm Captain Meaghan Shea '04 said; Ihis has
and calculated response" to security led to concerns that athletes are being
threats,
unfuirly stigmatized .
"Tlie general consensus is, as athletes ,
(hat we're being targeted ," Shea said.

Tlie task force report includes 28 recommendations, several of which deal with
coordination of athletic ndes and recniiting
efforts among the NESCAC institutions.
"There 's a conversation going on
among tlie NliSCAC presidents about
making sure there 's a level playing field...
we don 't want lo put Colby, or any institution , at a competitive disadvantage,"
Adams said.
Some recommendations seek coordination between academic faculty and coaches
to help alleviate under perfomiance, while
others question "athletic culture " and its
relation to academic under performance
and a possible social division on campus.
Controversiall y, it is proposed that
"students who participate in team sports
should not be allowed to live oil"campus,
with exceptions granted by the Dean of
Students office." According to task force
Chair Herbert li. Wadsworlh Professor of
I'xonomics Jim Median , "llie coaches
would tell [the task force|..,tluit |athletes |
tended to intermix on campus less frcuucntl y...and |
oil-campus liviiigl tends to
foster this divide ," although he noted that
llierc are many exceptions,
The task force membershi p also
included lixeculive Assistant to the
President Sully Baker, Nordic Ski Coach
Traccy Cote , William R. FCcniui Jr.
Professor of Government Sandy Maisel
and Athletic Director Murcella Znlot.
According to Adams, no students were

included because he felt that "the questions of under performance and recruitment were principall y faculty and
administration concerns."
However, this decision has been met
with criticism. "Why not ask the athletes
what is happening? The professors hiave
Ihcir ideas as to why .sonic people arc
under performing," Baseball Co-captain
Eric Roy '04 noted. "The couches have
their ideas. The administration oilers
their insight. But at no point have they
asked the athletes."
Team captains were briefed on the report
and recommendations on Monday, Nov. 17,
"1 thought it was„.quite positive and constructive," Football Team member Greg
I.yncli '04 said. Adams also addressed
several minors, including comparisons
of sports teams to fraternities anil sororities and speculations about culling teams,
according to Lynch.
"Reclaiming the Game" made a number of hypotheses to explain under performance, "athletic culture " in which
academic success is less hi ghly valued
being "the most consistent witli observed
trends" at Colby, according lo Freeman.
However, f reeman notes, "more work
remains be do done in the area of understanding the 'why '" of athletes ' academic under perlbrmuncc.
"Ihey seem to be making the assumption that if nn athlete is slniggling in tlie
classroom, it is becauseof sports," Roy said,

"always , been interested in student
organizations."
After an application and interview
process about six applicants were
asked to return for a second interview. Taff said the applicants were
"all very qualified , [they] all presented good ideas."
... Simon "has motivation and enthusiasm," Taff said, as well as "confidence
we felt would be needed." He also had
strong previous experience with student government in high school.
The first year advisory panel, which
was created by Simon with the backing of the SGA, will consist of the
other applicants who were called back
for a second interview. Taff sees this
as a valuable way to "cultivate leadershi p in the future." He expressed
hopes that the advisory panel wotlld
continue on to become hall presidents
or class representatives.
In addition , the panel "provides a
focused group that can communicate
issues,"Taff said, It will provide more
points of contact, because there will be
first years from varied social groups
and backgrounds partici pating in
SGA. "I think it will turn out well ,"
Taff said.
Simon said "since I was appointed
so early in the year," he is not entire ly
sure of how SGA operates, and so
does not have any definite plans for
future actions. "I'm reall y interested in
acting throug h Presidents ' Council on
social issues," Simon said.
Although the creation of a first year
advisory panel will probably not be
made mandatory in years to come, "it
could set a good precedent ," Tuff said.

HACKETT: Mediapresenceagitateddefendant

Continued from Page 1

actions ," Ames said.
Stokes added that the Honorable
Jud ge Donald 11. Maiden has been
specificall y assi gned to Hackett' s
case. There will be a pretrial conference in January or lf ebruary. No trial
date has been set.
Maine State Police, according to
Stokes, have been in contact with
Rossignol'.s family and said , "they 're
quite a remarkable family. They 're
doing remarkabl y well,"
heaving the courthouse moments
later, Ames commented on the status
of her rel ationshi p with her client.
Rumors had spread that Hackett had
lired Ames; she did not deny this , but
added , "at one point lie indicated that
Fie would no longer need my services.
But then he unfired me."
After the Oct. 2 arraignment , Ames
denied encountering any difficulties
with Hackett. Tuesday, however, she
said otherwise.' Whereas she once

described him as "cooperative and a
gentlemen ," she most recentl y said , "1
don 't have to be best friends with him.
He doesn 't have to like me. I' m just
trying to get him throug h the system."
A defense expert has psycholog ically evaluated Hackett. Ames said she
has released him to the State Forensic
Unit for further examination in the
immediate future . Results fro m the
exams "may be |important] if we get
to the point of sentencing," Ames said.
The defense's next step, according
to Ames, will be to read the state 's
police reports.
"Tliere is a minimum amount of
discovery (that I liave seen so far],"
she said. "But I know tliere are box
loads coming. "
The cour t granted 60 days for botli
sides for the prosecution to file
motions. According to Stokes, "We
probably will not see him in court for
the next two months."

EDI TORIAL

Marshmallow man and Lady Liberty m issing

Athletics question calls for student involvement
The Task Force on Athletic Recruiting and Academic Performance has
released a number of recommendations on the role of athletics in academic
pursuits and the social environment on campus. Although changes may be
positive, it is troubling that there were no students on the task force.
Students, both athletes and non-athletes, will he affected by the decisions
made based on these recommendations. Although President William D.
Adams looks at the problem as an institutional one rather than one involving student input, athletics is so deeply ingrained in college life that the
problem cannot be solely institutional. Many of the recommendations that
were made by the task force involve student life on campus and it is important to have student input on these issues. Moreover, Adams' assertion that
this is an institutional concern should not preclude student involvement in
. .__
the decision-making process.
Students, too, have valuable input as to why student-athletes may be performing below their academic potential; in fact, some student-athletes at last
week's forum on the role of athletics at Colby noted that their academic performaricelevels drop when they are out of season. The task force also examined questions of athletic culture on campus; concerns have been voiced
stating that athletes group themselves together in exclusive ways such as living arrangements off campus. That said, it would have made sense to seek
participation from both athletes and non-athletes, both of ¦whom can offer
yet another perspective on the effects of athletic culture on the college community.
Going forward, student involvement must play an important part in the
continuing discussion about athletics at Colby.

VANITY PRESS

By Steven Weinberg
In the triximphant finale of
"Ghostbusters 2," a walking Lady
Liberty takes on Marshmallow man
in the middle of Manhattan. A lot
goes on to prompt this, but the crux
of it lies in this nasty pink goo that is
growing within the sewers of New
York City. The pink goo grows
because people aren 't acting nicely.
The meaner New Yorkers act, the
more pink goo. The more pink goo,
the more ghosts like Marshmallow
man terrorize the city.
It was hard not to see some parallels between this and Racial
Awareness Week. Marshmallow man
and Lady Liberty were nowhere to be
seen, but with the amount of anger
running around, it would not have
been surprising.

The chalkings, sponsored by the and Peter Wood author of a book
It is also important to mote that
Students Organized Against Racism entitled "Diversity" . The six will be much more than frantic discussion
(SOAR) and the Pugh Community discussing the week from their own occurred this week. Many of the
Board (PCB), set the campus off on perspectives.
events setup were not only civil, but
Hopefully, having these thoughts also enlightening to those in attenan awkward footing. Immediately
many students were put on the defen- put to print will not put aside the dance.
sive. Some thought it was a new
I found last Friday's International
thing to be called racist. Others
Coffee hour, for example, very interthought it was new to own a privilege
esting. Students from all walks of life
because of their race. The chalkings
gathered there and after some music,
were meant to turn the tables on most
there was a discussion on what it is
students at Colby. They were meant
like to be an international student at
to stir up discussion and they certainColby. Racial differences and white
ly did.
privilege were talked about and no
This discussion took on many
one had to use profanity. It was actuforms. By far the most visible Was
ally so civil I forgot about how the
the Digest of Civil Discourse/There,
week had begun.
¦
arguments were posed, rebutted,
.' . ¦ The purpose of the Opinions secrebutted again arid then made tun of
tion's coverage is not to reopen
by the self-titled Logic Police
wounds, though Colby can't just wait
because they believed that they
for the Ghostbusters to arrive and
weren't proper arguments in the first
destroy the pink goo. Whether or not
place. Tempers flared. Pink goo preone agrees or disagrees with the all
vailed.
of the views presented over last
That in mind, the Opinions section
week, everyone has an obligation to
has compiled its own "digest!" of last
hear them out. With luck,, the prose
week. Below this column, one will issues the week has raised, but help below will accomplish some of this.
see six writers: Arielle Adams '06, to clarify them. Regardless of ideoloIf nothing else, it has served as an
Megan Wilson '04, Dean of gy, no one should come out of this excuse to cite the Ghostbusters for a
Mxilticultural Affairs Cecilia Stanton, week feeling their views are irrele- second time in the Echo this year.
¦¦
Chris Johnson '06, Greg Lusk '06 vant. . • •• . ¦ ¦' ¦ : •
Harold Ramis would be proud.

That in mind, the
Opinions section
has compiled its
own "digest " of last
week. Below this
column, one will
see six writers...
discussing the
week for their own
perspectives.

Six resp onses to RacialAwarenessWeek 2003
Do we really care about each other:
a challengeto the Colby "community"
By ARIELLE ADAMS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Racial Awareness Week has been a
long time coming. I remember sitting
in a student's room last year and some
obviously drunk white boy barging in
shouting, "What's up Niggers?" I was
shocked. This is college. THIS IS
COLLEGE.
Growing up in southern-Maine and
attending a predominantly middle
class, white high school, I was looking forward to coming to Colby and
escaping the apathy and closed-mindedness that I thought was endemic to
my peers in Portland. I was looking
forward to learning about other people's life experiences and opening
myself newfound philosophies. I
thought people coming to Colby
would be excited to do the very same,
but over the course of the past year—
and over the course of this past
week—I 've found otherwise.
Colby College is the most privileged
place I have ever come across in my
life. From amazing facilities to an outstanding faculty, we have exponential
chances to challenge and expand ourselves, We're allowed to take chance

after chance and converse with person
after person. College is a place where
rules don't matter.
Yet with all of these opportunities
and prospects for change in ourselves
and our views of the world, no one
ever says anything. No one ever
throws himself or herself out there, no
one ever says how he or she feels.
And, at that rare moment when people
do express their feelings, they are
judged and told that their emotions are
both wrong and 'uncomfortable.' The
negative reactions to the chalkings are perfect examples of the
criticisms of honest expression
that happen on this campus.
Ask yourself why you were uncomfortable with the. chalking. Ask yourself why you doubted people's
expressions of anger and frustration.
Are you scared that people feel this
way—'cause they do! Why would people write statements that they don't
feel? Racism is not pretty—we want to
"just all get along" when segregation
and discrimination are rampant in the
United States and people in power (i.e
students at Colby) sit back and do
NOTHFNG.
Continued on Page 5

Offensive chalkings have I am a racist and I took part in
the recent campus chalkings
undermined progress
By CHRIS JOHNSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I won't waste much of what space I
have addressing why the messages
conveyed in some of the chalkings
and signs put up around campus last
week undermined the progress and
discourse on racial issues at Colby
that they were trying to foster. The
struggle for a socially egalitarian society is,- before anything else, a struggle^
for hearts and minds, and it should be
obvious to anyone that slogans like
'Tuck you and your white privilege"
and "Fuck your racist ideology" do
not create goodwill or contribute anything to a worthwhile dialogue. They
serve only to polarize and to sabotage
cohesion. It is a shame that the good
work of so many has to be overshadowed by the bigotry and hatred of a
handful of miscreants, but that is how
it goes for the "tolerance movement"
at Colby College.
The reality of the situation that now
confronts us is thisi a considerable faction of this movement for "tolerance"
on campus has morphed into a shrill,
intellectually bankrupt monolith incapable of engaging in any real debate or

exchange on issues of race. At a panel
By MEGAN WILSON
on micro-aggressions, a prominent facCONTRIBUTING WRITER
ulty member, John D. and Catherine T.
MacAfthur Professor of Sociology and
African-American Studies Cheryl
Q: What is the purpose of
Gilkes, responded to a well formed the chalkings?
question on the lack .of ideological
A: We are not trying to change the
diversity amongst college professors minds of a few white conservatives on
by saying, "We shouldn't practice con- campus. This was directed at the colservative Affirmative Action for white orblind liberals who are "sitting on the
racists... There is no need to give white fence." There have been many events
supremacists a seat at the table," and a centered around racism on this camcrowd of roughly 100 people erupted pus and it is always the same people
into spontaneous applause.
who come. Creating controversy by
Administrative Vice President and expressing our anger at the way
Treasurer Arnold Yasinski, on the same minority students have been treated
panel, expressed his desire for "engag- on this campus gets people to come to
ing people with different ideas" and events so that they can learn how
then in the same breathjji stified duck- racism exists at Colby. It creates coning out of a critical4Jscussion on mul- versation in the dining halls, dorm
ticulturausm in higher education by rooms and classrooms. Some people
labeling a . respected .'; Boston 1 want to know why the minority stuUniversity professor of arithro|blpgy dents are so angry. If you do not care,
a "hatchet man.'" ' ,
- . .;, theij they were not intended for you
In a recentonessage to the student/ (tndjneither is this article
body, Vice President of StudentAffairs t Qi Why,ate people so angry that
and Dean of students Janice Kassfttan (bey feel tye need to use profanity?
asked for ccrotructlVeideasroa how toAt A, d^ct»sion would not have
increase the level of 'tolerancea^ toei ibte&tp&^Uff lmd quotes like
College. Let me suggest that one placef " T>|e&»bera«e*toUS™ *Tve are unhappy
*
|i^Jg^e||iis|kil)(erson a hug," or
, H 4oh$ljtketytf kf ltf' Being offended
Continued on Page 5

by the use of profanity ignores the
issue at hand. Some people are tired of
being ignored. Some people are tired of
"asking" for equality. DO YOU
THINK JIM CROW RACISM
WOULD HAVE BECOME UNACCEPTABLE TO MOST PEOPLE IN
THIS COUNTRY IF MINORITIES
HAD ASKED WHITE PEOPLE
NICELY? NO THEY SAID "FUCK
YOU- AND YOUR WHITE PRIVILEGE" AND "FUCK YOUR RACIST
IDEOLOGY." Unfortunately a new
expression of racism took its place.
Q: What is white privilege?
A: I have the privilege that when I
speak about race people will not
assume that 1speak f orall white people. I have the privilege to wear a shirt
about racism and not automatically be
associated with the chalkings. I CAN
CHOOSE TO REMOVE MYSELF.
FROM RACIAL ISSUES ANY TIME
I WANT. MANY STUDENTS ON
THIS CAMPUS DO NOT GET TO
DECIDE WHEN THEY ARE
GOING TO CONFRONT RACISM;
THEY LIVE WITH IT DAY IN AND
DAY OUT Empirically, black people
are denied access to housing and
Continued on Page 5
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al press, won a national award and has
been adopted in "diversity" classes as
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
a textbook in colleges across the
ANTHROPOLOGY
country. I have been invited for interBOSTON UNIVERSITY
views on half-a-dozen NPR affiliates,
F understand that on the evening been solicited to write on diversity for
of Nov, 12, Colby College had a liberal papers such as The Washington
public panel discussion on "micro- Post and even been invited to have my
aggression ," in which a faculty say in Anthropology News, which is
member commented on my talk at no one's idea of a right-wing publicaColb y last March 5. On that occa- tion. Last month , the Greater
sion, I was invited by the George E. Cleveland Roundtable—an avowedly
Murray Debate Society to debate pro-diversity organization—invited to
"diversity" with a representative of debate the head of a diversity managethe College administrati on. The ment program at Cleveland State
debfite club originall y invited University.
President William D. Adams, who
Apparently 1 am respectable and
declined , and then worked its way mainstream enoug h to debate diverdown the hierarchy, collecting sity in liberal settings everyrefusals from Vice President Arnie where—with the exception of
Yasinski , Associate Dean of Colby College. Why the rebuff
Students Geri Roseboro and others. fro m Colb y? It has taken over eight
It seemed (hat no one in a responsi- months, but I MOW have an answer
ble position at Colby College, of sorts. According to one of the
including faculty members, con- students who attended the Nov. 12
sidered "diversity " to be a top ic panel , the faculty member who
on which there could be a rea- mentioned me explained Hint 1 am a
sonable debate.
"hatchet man" and that I was visitPerhaps shutting down opposing ing Colby "to aet people up. "
views makes sense if you regard your
What in the world justi fies such
opponent ns beyond the pale of legiti- slurs? These are not the comments of
mate discussion. Hut my views on someone who is committed to the
diversity are thoroughly mainstream. ideals of education ns reasoned
My book , "Divcisity," has received
uniformly good reviews in the nationContinued on Page 5
By PETER WOOD

;

By CECILIA STAINTON

ASSOCIATE DEAN OF MULTICULTURAL
AFFAIRS

In my short " time here at
Colb y 1 have come to know
lots of w o n d e r f u l l y diverse
students , many of whom are
dedicated to m a k i n g a difference in this world , As the
Dean of M u l t i c u l t u r a l A ffairs
my goal is to strengthen comm u n i t y and build a stronger
sense of belonging amongst all
of our students.
In many ways I have witnessed
this happening. Out of anger , sadness and confusion can come
love , happiness and understanding. Throug h genuine dialogue we
can learn to embrace our Colby
brothers and sisters.
How can this happen? First ,
educate yourself about those
around you. I don 't just mean
read a book , I mean put the
book down and t r u l y hear
those in your community.
In order to perceive the world we
must categori ze it. Categorization or
stereotypes provide a quick way of
understanding the world, We learn to
categorize through socialization in
our society. We learn from our par-

^H'i ^i

i .^fflwUiA \ >¦¦* ' ,
ents, family, friends, t^gti^^ <\ nd
¦$,
B,G
tt«|ffi r ;, ' <
gion and the media. We \^Mm^L
right and wrong, who we ti$h«|w^am
and who we should fe&/ w><^ /
yon' were
should respect and who. w^oftf^ y ':tIM'''Vou^jrejnerxiber .wh«t»
movie
loathe. No one tells us thtaira$9JMjf j litfe ahd aftet wat^gascary
i
but we learn nonetheless, , ii%j $S||p%MMafK >dto be
In order to transcend tnJB |
w||i
of stereotyping we rnuprtf ^Mii ',
much of what we are taugjh $
:
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||||
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the categorization of peopl e\«|l l
must enter every interaction m&y *
believing we are in the presence
of an equa 1. In each moment, we comfy wa^,WJJ^^|WpJi|!l|i pa*,
must abandon our assumptions of bed . no lon^Wone, nollon|«ftceW(
Colby is nOt your parents' bed Yet
each other in order to attempt a
some members of the Colby commumuch deeper connection.
In the past few weeks I' ve nity want to have the same feeling of
heard students ask, "why would safety as tliey did when they were
that student perform Buckwheat , infants. Students and administrators
didn 't he know it would be offen- alike are trying to make Colby n
sive?" "Why would they write "safe" environment for everyone,
those chalkings didn 't they know where only "accepted" views can be
that would cause pain?" "Why did voiced, and disagreement is considthat student write an article com- ered an evil that must be reproached,
paring Halloween costumes to Recent events, where one party or
another feels offended, have brought
International student?"
While we may not agree with this issue to the forefront of Colby
the actions of others , the best way life. Not only is this idea of a "safe"
to stop it from tearing our com- campus not attainable, it is also detrimunity apart is to attempt to mental to the academic environment,
understand the voices that do not to which Colby says it is committed.
The results of attempting to establish
sound like our own. Only then
Uiis completely safe environment have
can we begin to harmonize.
finally backfired. The minority groups
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(for Jack of a better term) on campus
bave> and probably will continue to,
publicly offend many and create controversywithout being keptin balance
by the opposing side, ChaMdngs;bannersand even some niore informal discussions] nave" all Contributed
in
on
offesjdin^; rnany moderates
campus
hasw or against us"
an4 fetjea^edl a "with
Jhta
inevitably caused
'j fattj O^^
many people
'djViMon!i-.betw^ni
P«jjp^
within
was
certain cam$ghting,
|&!r<^ What
it, supposed to
'|^^|l&&,
j f$|^ty? <)on$ensuiil discussion and
the wl^S, oif awareness,
1
Why hny a we, as a campus, not
progressed,tp til higher level of understanding concerningtlte issues of race,
gender, identity and socio-economic
positioning? We haven 't progressed
because the administrators have set a
precedence that "feelings" are the
issues at stake. This attempt to make
Colby a "safe" campus has taken the
emphasis away from strong, wellformed arguments and reduced what
could be an enlightening discourse,
into an exchange of feelings. The
administration has sihown that it
responds to feelings; the feeling of
insecurity, or any oilier potentially
negative emotion, is something that
the administration feels needs to be
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Continued on Page 5

Who Wants Cake

By Steve Weinberg
cover me with cash, most particularly
via ATMs, which Chris will teach me
how to get installed in fast-food
restaurants 'cross my region. I'll make
$1 per transaction, assured.
Where do I get the money for the
ATMs to dispense? OP Chris doesn't
see a problem. I DON'T NEED ANY
MONEY TO START UP. Crazy, huh?
By C.W. Bassett
Not to the omniscient "Downship
Guru," who obviously hasn't found
his own scam successful enough to be
able to stop pushing books on his
computer audience. But the money's
there, ready to be plucked by simpletons like me who learn to believe in
the "Downship Guru."
Those few of you who read me
Still, worse are the flesh peddlers.
weekly (I really wish my mother was
My personal trainer is one Eugene
still alive. When I used to write a
Clark, whose page shouts, "Give Her a
weekly column for the Univ. of South
Present, Guys.; Make It Larger for Her."
Dakota Volante in the '50s, she would
Wow!01' Eugene apparently doesn't know
send back her copy liberally marked
he's dealing with a septuagenarianhere, but
up and deconstructed. My j ournalistic
he guarantees his product, VIG-VRX,
prose improved significantly and I
made with all-natural herbs by
knew SOMEONE was reading me
"Experienced Professionals." Lord, whatweekly), you'll recall that I spent most
taya think "Inexperienced Professionals"
of the column complaining about my
would put in the VIG-VRX? Bats'
computer. Which has become an insatongues? Spanish fly? Hot peppers? '"'.
tiable consumer of cookies (the carbs
I know you too will want to get in
will get it soon enough!) and a genertouch with Eugene. In the interests of
al all-round pain in the tuchis.
Oddly, the real fun on my "In"mail- women far and wide, I give you his
But once again this week, let's stay box these days is afforded to me by the email
address:
tawnybybeewith the computer, an instrument that spam J get. Computer spam and Spam, @tanya.zzn.com. See all those hints?
consumes larger and larger components the potted meat food, are equally unap- You, you lackluster wimp, will get
of our technical time. I really loathe tech- petizing, but I'd have to look hard on Tawny with the aid of those all-naturnical time, so—concomitantly—I loathe the shelves of ShawYto find that nau- al bees, thereby leading you inevitably
the computer, nevertheless acknowledg- seous "meat." The computer variety, to another gorgeous creature named
ing what an enormously significant part just as regularly nauseous, comes Tanya (zzn—sleepy? not Tanya!).And
computers play iri the lives of people winging in, regardless of my efforts, to you'll have a present for them, you
existing in 2003. If some—like me— smell up my "In" box daily. Lefs look stud, you. Unless, sadly, you're allerspend time cursing and kicking my at some of the stuff that slipped over gic to natural herbs and suffer kidney
iMac, people like, say, Sandy Maisel the transom this weekend.
failure, pellagra, and/or upset stomhave programmed their computers to
First was "Downship Guru" Chris ach. .
Malta, whose "E-book" on getting
build fires in the woodstove.
But 01' Eugene will be there on
Well, I wish he'd tell me how. Right rich sells-for only $14.95 (credit cards your side. Ditto Tayray and Tanya.
now, I sit hel pless in front of the accepted). 01' Chris will show me the
The rest of us think you 're a lackGeneral way that eBay and . the Internet can luster wimp and always will be.
screen , . reading

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

Another visit: the
Tawny,Tanya &
the computer
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NOTE: THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS COMIC STRIP ARE THOSE OF THE ARTIST AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY SHARED BY THE ECHO.

MM Itis oiirdutyto challe ^
Continued from Page 4
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Most of us here have no idea what
it means to be a student of color on
this campus or in the 'real world.' We
can swear or dress in secondhand
clothes or not answer letters without
having people attribute these choices
to the bad morals, the poverty or the
illiteracy of our race. We can do well
in a challenging situation without
being called a credit to our race. We
are never asked to speak for all the
people of our racial group. Therefore
we (white students) have power; we
have the ability to educate ourselves
on the issue of race and become
informed and REAL allies to the vic-

tims of covert and overt racism in our
world.
As allies, we must support and speak out
for everyone, even if we may not understand or agree with our friends' beliefs.
Unfortunately,most 'allies' are not this outspoken, because they feel 'uncomfortable.'
Comfort? People of color are uncomfortable everyday on this campus and in the
U.S and they don't have a CHOICE!
As white students, we needto take risks
and put owselveson the line, becausesome
of our friends have to do it everyday
whether they want to or not Wake Up!
People feel that Colby is racist Do you
care?Will you supportthem?Areyou really an ally? Or are you just "pissedoff?"
I only got involved in activities at

Colby over the past year and I instantly found that it's always the same people at the same cultural events. Why?
I think it's because white students are
afraid to come out of their comfort
level, afraid to be wrong, afraid to be
the only white kid in the room. If they
weren't, why wouldn 't they be at
these cultural events?
People on this campus need to stop sittingback, stop beingtold, stopwhiningand
start doing! Get uncomfortable. Throw
yourself out there. You.say you're an ally,
you say you're not a racist PROVEIT.So
far people have continually come up short
Forthe restof this year, I dare us all to challenge our white privilege and ourselves. I
dare us all to createa true community.

JOHNSON: flightsanilresponsibilities
mustbe appliedequallyto all
Continued from Page 4

vidual or group."What is most discon- This begs another question: if some of
certing about this whole episode has the statements could possibly "be conto start would be compelling certain been the administration 's unwilling- strued as hate speech," then why is no
members of the faculty and administra- ness to apply the same standard to all official investigation being conducted
tion to confront their own bigotry and members of the college community.
to determine whether or not the state'
for the administration to ostracize those
The member of the faculty who ments actually do constitute hate
who refuse to . do so. Continuing to eqiiated ; conservatives to "white speech? The administration has
allow this kind of behavior to masquer- supremacists" has not been publicly . opened similar investigations in the
ade around Colby disguised as a "toler- scolded. The signs in question were past, and seen in this context its curance movement" irreparab ly taints put up on a Sunday evening and were rent posture is the height of hypocrisy.
In not taking seriously the legitimate
what is actually a valuable and worthy not removed until midday Wednesday.
cause.
The student body received no word on complaints, questions and concerns
Freedom of speech is absolute, the administration 's reaction until that students voiced over the character
though, and people on this campus Thursday ^ Di gest of General of some elements of Racial Awareness
who want to shoot noble causes in the Announcements where Kassman Week; the administration has shattered
foot by going out of their way to antag- buried a notice that paid lip-service to the confidence it enjoyed as an honest
onize and race-bait should not be the concept of civility and informed us broker for the whole student body. It
impeded from doing so. However, in that because some of the chalkings should either scrap entirely its policy
its capacity as a private institution , and signs could possibly "be con- on speech in favor of one of complete
Colby College has made it a priority to strued as hate speech," the students non-interference, or inform applicants
police speech that is deemed by the responsible had been ordered to take wanting to attend a college where peoadministration to "demean or stereo- the signs down and had had their ple are treated as equals that they
type in an ' unflattering way any indi- chalking license revoked for the week. should look elsewhere.

WOOD: A liberaldekteis not the samethingas a properdebate
Continued from Page 4

defending them in the absence of

debate , informed by genuine evidence, on important issues. They are,
rather, an attempt to smear someone
as an after-the-fact justification for the
bad decisions of several members of
Colby 's administration and faculty to
avoid debating me. The right thing
would have been for Colby College to
find someone—if not President
Adams, one of his many pro-diversity
lieutenants—to spend an hour defending the policies that his administration
so frequently advocates ,
Announ cing those policies and

The test of academic integrity is willing to listen to your
opponent and to
respond thoughtfully to what he has to
say. Colby College
failed that...

an informed critic is easy. The
test of academic integrity is willing to listen to your opponent
and to respond thoug htfull y to
what he has to say. Colb y
College failed that test last
March and' the faculty member
who attacked me Wednesday
ni ght compounded the error. If
"diversity " is such a worth y
idea l , how comes it that its
defenders at Colby College , time
and again , act so unworthily?

Announcements@colby.edu.
Everyone with something to push,sell
or "announce" eventually ends up in
General Announcements; one reads
this farrago (nice word: the American
Heritage Dictionary cites as a usage
example Virginia Woolf's "This is a
farrago of absurdity") will find something of interest. Recently, the avail- f
ability of flu shots trumpeted (and
rightfull y) by Helen Balgooyeri
(Colby email: hwbalgoo). But not
very often.

But once again
this week, let's
stay with the
computer, an
instrument that
consumes larger
and larger components of our
technical time.

IMJrgumnts
shouldkposedomM
Continued from Page 4
addressed with the most priority,
whether that feeling is justified or not.
The emphasis on feelings has resulted in a student body that finds it perfectly fine to exchange discourse
without facts or arguments. The major
problem with an exchange of feelings
is that they never engage each other.
Two people can agree to disagree,
because there are no facts, no "right"
or "wrong," nothing but feelings, emotions and opinions. When dealing with
only these internal sensations, arguments can't engage because there is no
claim of "truth" or "correctness."

Arguments of this fashion don't
engage because feelings can never be
inconstant, just different. This lack of
engagement is seen everyday in the
digest of Civil Discourse, where people senselessly bicker, with no intention of trying to educate or be
educated. The campus is arguing about
who has the right to feel a certain way.
We can't go on like this. The campus has been arguing over these
issues, about who and how much people can offend each other while trying
to push a point, for at least the past
three years without any major
progress. There are moral facts, polit-

ical facts, and many believe both politics and morality fall in the theoretical realm of the sciences. Instead of
arguing about feelings, about what is
safe, let us engage arguments with
moral and political facts in an attempt
to make clear progress. Campus can,
with facts and clear arguments, set
goals, focus on particular issues, and
develop strategies that will educate
and involve students in a progressive
way. Colby is an academic institution,
devoted to teaching, learning, and
progress. It is time all of us started
dealing with campus issues in an academic manner.

at Colbyanswered
WILSON: Questionsregardingmicro-aggressions
Continued from Page 4
employment that is then offered to
white people "who matched in most
characteristics
except
their
race"(White Supremacy and Racism
in a Post-Civil Rights Era, by Eduardo
Bonilla-Silva 95 and 115).
Q: What are micro-aggressions?
A: Micro-aggressions are subtle
forms of racism that perpetuate the
status quo. The aggressor will most
often deny that a racist act has just
occurred and in doing so, that person
has participated in a second injustice.
The aggressor denies the victim 's
right to be upset , usuall y by telling
them they are being overl y sensitive
or that they have no sense of humor. I
grew up in this society just like everyone else and it has influenced me to be
racist. I am not Jim Crow racist , but 1
am a micro-aggressor. I have tried to
make myself aware, but sometimes I

commit racist acts unknowingly.
However, just because they are unintentional doesn't make them any less
hurtful. It is difficult to admit to being
racist and to committing microaggressions, but it is necessary.
Q: Wh y is being colorblind a
racist ideology ?
A: BEING COLORBLIND IS A
PRIVILEGE THAT ONLY WHITE
PEOPLE HAVE AND IT PERPETUATES THE STATUS QUO BY WILLFULLY
IGNORING
THAT
DISCRIMINATION EXISTS IN
THIS WORLD. You can still be compassionate and value all types of people without being colorblind. Wc all
need to acknowledge that wc do not
go throug h the world in the same way
and to try to understand the significance of race. ¦
Q: Why do I have a problem with
the Echo?
A: Every article I have read about

micro-aggression in The Echo has
made fun of them, which is in and of
itself a micro-aggression and is perpetuating the status quo on this campus.
Last year when I asked the editor of the
Echo, Jon Silberstein-Loeb, if he
woidd accurately report arguments in
favor of multicultural housing, he told
me that the Echo was against multicultural housing, so this was not going to
happen. Oftentimes the Echo comes to
students to educate them about the
issues. This happened with the article
about the Rainbow Dinner. That said, if
you do not understand the politics of
difference, then you should not write
about it, unless you have done some
research, like reading an article or talking to a professor. It is not my job to
educate people on this campus. Most
students do not have to write for the
Echo to have their perspective reported; 1 should not either.

Students on the Street
What are you thankf ul f or?

"Good friends.., and stuffing!"
1

-Courtney KvblHs '06, GabeAdams '06 and Caitlin
Colcgrove '06

"What they said."
— Kate Rooncy '06

"The fact that my degree has declined in value
every day since Bro took pffice. "
Chris Pfelffer '04

"Bro's support of athletics at: Colby."
—Michelle Stone 'OS andAbbl Stella '04

Arts & Entertainment
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THURSDAY; NOV. 20

• Dinner Theater: Barefoot in
the Park
5 p.m.
Page Commons
•' • Faith, Hope, and Regie (A
Poetry Performance)
9.'.p-nx\
Spa
• Sirens Concert
9 p.m,
Lorimer Chapel
FRIDAY, NOV. 21
• Dinner Theater: Barefoot in
the Park
5 pirn. , - ".
Page Commons
• The Man of Mode
7:30 p.m.
;
Strider Theater
• Joe Adams'Band
9 p.m.

¦ ' Spa ': -" . •

SATURDAY, NOV. 22
• Dinner Theater: Barefoot in
the Park
¦
5 p.m. ' . ' ' ¦' ¦
Page Commons '
• The Man of Mode
7:30 p.m
Strider Theater
• The Slip
' 11p.m.
Page Commons

Broadway Musical Revue p uts on one stellar show in Page
A particular highlight of the first act
was "The Time Warp" from "The
A&E EDITOR
Rocky Horror Picture Show," performed by Cook, Burke, Morse, BMR
Amidst the customary shouts and co-director Mike Haley '04, Marycheers from the audi ence, Colby 's fall Catherine Saraiva '07, Suzi Swartz '07
2003 cast of the Broadway Musical and Kristen Renfioe '07. In addition to
Revue (BMR) put on one of their best giving many of BMR's new cast memshows in recent memory. Boasting bers a chance to prove their talent, this
several new members, the cast of number also got the audience excited
BMR performed show tunes, ranging and laughing. Haley and Burke were
from the familiar to the obscure, to the especially-outstanding.
delight of all in attendance.
The second number from "Guys
The show opened with "The Prince and Dolls" was the title tune, peris Giving a Ball" from Rodgers and formed by Newman and Drew Rausch
Hamtnerstein 's "Cinderella." This '06. Featuring solid acting skills as
number was a good, lively choice for well as musical talent, this number
the opening and gave the entire cast worked especially well to showcase
the opportunity to show how much the incredible talent BMR has found
BMR has improved this semester.
in Newman. With a powerful voice
The second number of the show and great stage presence, Newman is a
was a witty take on "She Loves Me" fantastic asset and great new addition
from the musical of the same name. to the group.
Dan Burke '06, Adam Newman '07
The second act of the show was even
and Canaan Morse '07 were ail very stronger than the first, opening with
good as three men arguing over one "Brush Up Your Shakespeare" from the
woman (Miriam Trotscha '07).
musical "Kiss Me Kate." This number
The following number gave some of was a great, catchy opening to the secthe female cast members a chance to ond half of the show and was performed
shine onstage. Performing "Adelaide's very well by Haley, Burke, Newman,
Lament" from "Guys and Dolls," Morse, Rausch and Joel Biron '07.
Trotscha, Jenn Corey '06, Caroline
One enjoyable moment in the secO'Connor '06 and Alison Cook '05 . ond act was "Consider Yourself from
were all very amusing, particularl y "Oliver!" in which Haley, Burke ,
Corey, who sang with the whiney New Morse and Rausch played Colby
York accent required of the character upperclassmen introducing innocent
in the musical.
first year Biron to the campus social

By EMMA Mc CANDLESS

"The Man of M
color and Renaissance satire to Strider
By KAREN PRAGER
STAFFWRITER

Nice pants.
This was the first thought that
crossed my mind as the cast of "The
Mode of Man" took the stage in
Strider Theater on Saturday night.
Using creative costuming, Visiting
Guest Artist and Director Caroline
England took Sir George Etheredge's
17 century play into the 21 century.
Designed by Pamela Scofield , the
costumes were the highlight of the
show, The costume for Dorimant , the
play 's lead character (Guito Joseph
'04), included a copper tank top,
bright purple, skin-tight pants, thighhigh boots and an orange jacket with
lime green trim. Other costumes
included more of the same—neon
boas, violet and orange wigs and
mesmerizing neon-swirled bell-bottoms. The costumes made Etherege 's
theme obvious—sometimes people
take their appearances so seriousl y,
they actually look and act ridiculous.
The music, a remixed Hande l concerto, gave the set changes a unique
feeling. If Handel had written music
for raves, it would have sounded like
this. Although it initiall y seemed like
a bizarre choice, the music gave the
play a more modern feci and reminded the audience very subtl y that
these seemingly anti quated issues

are still relevant in modern society.
The set, desi gned by Adjunct
Associate Professor Jim Tluirston
and Adelin Cai '05, was minimal.
This choice seems odd , since the
play is about excess . However, forcing the actors to mime drinking and
writing letters gave them a chance to
develop their characters. Patrick
Harner '05, in his role as Medley,
was very precise and believable with
his miming. Acting hedonistic without having lots of possessions lying
around was an interesting challenge
which the actors rose to.
The cast played the character
interactions well. The strongest and
most comical scenes in the play
involved only two or three characters
when there were no other distraction s on stage. The scene in which
Loveit, played by Meagan Berg '07,
and her maid , Pert , played by Jessica
WWW.COLBVEDU/THEA7ER
Sattlcr '05, lace up Loveit 's-corset "The Man of Mode " is an innovative
was particularly well done. The and colorful satire.
physical comedy was just enough to
make the characters seem outlandish
The show 's cast included a large
and it was very well timed so that it number of first years and sophodid not overstay its welcome.
mores. While their performances
Harry
Bellair
and
Harriet were adequate , further studies of theWoodvill , played by David Parks '07 ater at Colb y will improve their actand Kate Campbell '05 , also had an ing skills , The theater department
excellent moment when (hey were has a very strong future in these
pretending to be in love to please underclassman and it will be exciting
their parents. Their (acini expres- to see how their acting matures in the
sions and good timing kepi the audience laughing.
Continued on Page 7

Woods Tea Co. delights once again
By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&E EDITOR

Talkative , friendly and funny,
Woods Tea Company returned to
Colby last Thursday ni ght for an
evening of lighthearted and thoroughly enjoyable folk music. Based
in Burlington , Vt., the quartet consisting of Rusty Jacobs , Michael
LiiMsen , Howard Wooden and Chip
Chase has performed at Colby a
number of times in the past and their
uni que blend of Celtic , bluegrnss and
folk influences never ceases to entertain audiences.
The group, in addition to keeping
up a constant , witty rapport with the
audience , performed a wide variety
of songs over the course of the
evening, from play ful folk tunes to
livel y bluegrnss music and more
serious ballads. In addition , they
demonstrated their versatile musicianship by switching instruments
constantl y throug hout the show.
Over the course of the evening, the
members of the bund played guitar ,
bunjo , bass, pen ivywhistle, bodhran ,
mandolin and bouzouki.

-

Members of the Broadway Musical Revue perform "Brush Up Your Shakespeare. "
scene. With a few lyrical changes
referring to "a cup of Natty" and "fake
ID's" and a guest appearance by
Colby Security (Newman),, this number was clearly an audience favorite
and drew much laughter.
Another high point came towards
the end of the show when Associate

Dean of Students Cecilia Stanton took
the stage as a special guest performer
in "Don't Nobody Bring Me No Bad
News" from "The Wiz." Stanton was
spectacular in the number, which was
very jazzy and performed with lots of
attitude from both Stanton and the
other cast members. Judging 'b y the

MELISSA POUUN/THE COLBV ECHO

hoots and cheers, the audience certainly enjoyed her cameo.
All told, BMR's fall show was one
of the best the group has put on. With
all the new talent the group has compiled this year, it looks as though
Colby can expect many quality performances in coming semesters as well.

Beer Review

Eastl vs. West. Maine 's Gritty 's v s .
Calif orn ia 's SierraNevada
initial, then it fades quickly to a mild after taste, which is
really nice. Either way, I love this beer. It's awesome."
. - STAFF WRITER
Sierra Nevada Stout was next. I told the panelists to
After a weekend of off-campus parties and the crazy sip this one extra slowly, noting its 5.8 percent alcodrunkenness that goes along with them, we sometimes hol content.
"Five point eight percent!? Oh, that's it. This one
forget that beer can be enjoyed, not just pounded, shotgunned or tunneled. This week's panelists, James Logan wins," Cleaver said.
'04, Andy Lizotte '04, Danny Donovan '04 and Josh
Logan was more interested in the flavor, saying, "The
Cleaver '04, were all in dire need of such a reminder. The Sierra definitely has more hops than the Gritty 's, giving
it some bitterness, which is uncharacteristic of a tradibeers were Gntty s Black Fly
tional stout, but works very well."
Stout and Siena Nevada 's
Lizotte was also impressed, commenting, "It 's wicked
Stout. We hoped the dark,
heavy qualities of a stout
smooth—very even and easy to drink. There 's almost no
aftertaste . Unlike the Gritty 's, I
would turn our panelists'
attention from rate of intake to
could actuall y drink this stoul
quality of taste.
even if I wasn't in the mood to
Gritty's got the first call.
drink beer."
Our panelists all liked the
Cleaver liked the smooth ,
l
consistent flavor of Sierra
initial taste of Gritty's, but
Nevada. He felt the qualities
were apprehensive about the
made it easier and more pleasaftertaste. "The initial taste
^
is great, but the aftertaste
ant to drink.
When asked to comment ,
just overwhelms—it's
almost metallic and
.
Donovan could only say that
his forehead and leg hurt
that 's not a good
A
¦
thing," said Logan.
k
too much.
All of our panelists
^k
Lizotte agreed, say- ¦
Sierra
preferred 1
ing that the "weird pi
^M
Nevada
Stout
to
aftertaste , which real2&
Bp
's.
The consi.sly is somewhat metalS
Gritty
tJ J&
fflS
tent , smooth flavor
lie, definitely detracts
M
from this beer."
S
and mild aftertaste
tjj|
mm
made Sierra much
After much thought, p
f
t
easier to enjoy.
Cleaver offered a dif- C|
f
The panelists also
ferent view of Black |j
9 '
. ',,
agreed that Gritty 's
Fly 's aftertaste, say- j|
mS
had enjoyable qualiing, "I think it 's got a j |
tics.
good mid range after- ji
They liked the inifrl
tial , chocolatey taste of
taste. There's enough
ggf*]
^
'** Gritty 's, but the afterQ
aftertaste there so that
was too prevalent
you notice the ehoco- ¦
*WL\ taste
to
for
them
^m
full y enjoy
latey quality of the
n
the
™
^m
beer,
beer. But my real ques^^^^^^^^^^^^
If you 're looking for
lion is, why would they
a dark , heavy, full flavored
cal l it 'Black Fly 'stoutV"
Reflecting on his home state, Donovan offered , beer to sip and enjoy (other than the ultimate stout ,
Guinness), then wc suggest you pick up Sierra Nevada
"Because they 're crazy Mnincrs ."
"I think it's because there are black flies on the label ," Stout. There's enough flavor and texture to remind you
what you 're drinking, but not so much that you 'll keep
said Logan.
During the black lly debate, Lizotte reevaluated his having flashbacks of your weekend's escapades.
stance on Gritty's aftertaste. "The weird aftertaste is onl y

By BILLYOUNKER

Colby Jazz Band showcases student talent
NOMI IIAIASZ/ THECOinvCCIK )

The popular band Woods Tea Company returned to Colby last Thursday.
One earl y hi ghlight in the concert
was the traditional Irish drink ing
song "The Wild Rover ," which was a
request from the audience. In addition to playing the song with livel y
enthusiasm , the group also got the
audience involved , teaching them the
clapping pattern that accompanied
the chorus. By the time Hie song had
finished , it was clear thai tilings were
off to an excellent start.

Another popular number in the
band's first set was a pirate .song
titled simp ly "Aarghl" The audience
clearly enjoyed getting involved in
this song, enthusiasticall y shouting
out pirate imitations at the end of
each chorus,
The concert also included more
serious moments , such as the beautiConlinued on Page 7

By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&E EDITOR

"Usually I talk n lot at these things,
but this band's so good, we 're just
gonna play music instead!" So said
Erie Thomas, conductor of tho Colby
Jazz Bund , at the bund's fall concert
Saturday night in Lorimer Chapel.
The concert , bearing the theme "Latin
Stylings ," was sn lively look at the
incredible tulcrit of student musicians

that music at Colby has to olferv— • —
The concert was divided into two
distinct halves. The first , featuring
more traditional jaz z music, was dedicated to the memory of Al Corey of
Waterville, "a great friend of music at
Colby," uccording to Thomas, who
died recently. The second half of the
concert focused on innovative contemporary jazz with a distinct Latin
feel to it.
The numbers the band played featured a hi gh number of solos, per-

formed almost exclusivel y by students. The first mid most frequent of
the soloists was (iarry Bcrtholf '06 on
saxophone. Each time he stood up lo
play, Bcrtholf gave the impression
thai he was giving everything ho had
to the music as he played . The enthusiastic app lause following each solo
Bcrtholf played stood as proof of his
impressive talent,
"C Jam Blues," a Duke Ellington
Continued on Pago 7

Russian po etry in the Coff eehouse

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS
Gerrit Lansing '07
has been going
strong ever since.
A&E EDITOR
"Pretty much all
the way through
For someone only part way high school, every
through his first year at Colby, year I did a show,"
Gerrit Lansing '07 has accom- he said.
plished quite a bit in a small space
Lansing has also
student
from
had the rare and
of time. A first year
Chicago who is contemplating an exciting opportuniindependent major in environmen- ty to stage manage
tal economics, Lansing has quickly a professional proestablished himself as a theatrical duction. During his
junior and senior
handyman to boot.
This semester, his first at Colby>--years of high
Lansing is stage-managing "The school, he did
Man of Mode" for the Department work stage managof Theater and Dance—a rare thing ing, on a rotating
NAOMI WILSON/TOE COLBY ECHO
for a first year student. He said he basis, the profes- Gerrit Lansing '07.
:'
got involved in the production by sional production
"Late Nite Catechism," a one- managing. "I've done a little bit of
taking a chance.
"I went to the theater meetingat woman comedy about Catholicism, lighting design," he said. "I'd like
the beginning of the year,-' .' and they in Chicago.
to learn more. A lot of forces are
said they still heeded a stage man"It's a great show,?' he' said. "It pushing me towards directing, too.
ager for 'The Man of Mode,'" started out in Chicago and it's now There are a lot of shows I'd like to
i Lansing said. "It sounded like> fun, in its eleventh year. It's now in do, but I'm not sure I want to purso I filled out an application and it L.A., New York, Boston, Paris, sue that path yet."
turned out there wasn't really very Sydney and Toronto, so it's become
Once "The Man of Mode" finkind of an international thing."
ishes its run at Colby, Lansirigplans
much competition."
Despite the depth of his experi- to stay involved in theater at Colby
Lansing said he has greatly
enjoyed working on the production, ence behind the scenes, Lansing and said he is: contemplating a
which will perform for a final time rarely steps! in front of the curtain. minor in Theater and Dance. This
this coming weekend in Strider "I haven't acted since the third coming spring, he will stage, manage the semester's production for
Theater. "The audience response grade," he joked.
"Hove theater and I love the per- Dinner Theater along with Holly
was great," Lansing said. "People
seemed to really enjoy it. The forming arts," Lansing said "The Brown '04. "That should be fun,"
tech aspects are a way for me to he said. "I'm looking forward to it."
actors are doing a great job."
Whatever the future may hold,
Lansing is no stranger to the art stay involved and not be on stage."
Along those lines, Lansing is it's clear that theater at Colby can
of stage management. He said mat
he stage managed his first show hoping to learn about other behind- expect great things from this first
when he was in eighth grade, and the-scenes jobs in addition to stage year student in the time to come. . [ .
By EMMA McCANDLESS

ERIN RHODA/THE COLBr ECHO

First year Russian students recite Russian poetry in its original language in the Coffeehouse Sunday afternoon. The
annual event is spo nsored by the Department of German and Russian and involves all Russian classes at Colby.

"The Gosp el Accordingto Biff " :
Keep ing it real in the Holy Land
By EMMA McCANDLESS
A&E EDITOR

The religious satire never ends. In
the tradition of films such as Monty
Python's "The Life of Brian" and
Kevin Smith's "Dogma," the written
word has now begun to turn religious
doctrine into entertaining, thoughtprovoking comedy. "Lamb: The
Gospel According to Biff, Christ's
Childhood Pal," by Christopher
Moore, provides a fresh-faced new
look at the life of Christ that is by
turns sarcastic7 i^ipaht"'"arid'" laughout-lbud funny.
. The novel centers on Levi bar
Alpheaus, who is called Biff, the long- =
time best friend of Jesus Christ (they
met at the well in Nazareth at age six).
Resurrected some 2,000 years after his
death, Biff is called upon by the
slightly flighty archangel Raziel to
write a new Gospel, one that will supposedly tell the whole truth about
Jesus of Nazareth.
It's clear from the get-go that while
Biff isn't particularly thrilled with the
task that's been assigned to him, he is
nevertheless eager to set the record
straight. He makes it plain from the
beginning that his friend Joshua-—the

Hebrew name for Jesus—was just a
regular guy. Sure, he could bring dead
meadowlarks and lizards back to life
and had a tendency to attract unwanted attention through inadvertent miracles, but he was also just Josh, a kid
who dealt with town bullies, had a

Resurrected
some 2,000years
after his death,
Biff is called
upon by the
slightly flighty
archangel Raziel
to write a new
Gospel.
crush on Mary of Magdala (aka
Maggie) and bossed his brothers
around during games of make-believe
("Judah, you 're Lot's wife. Go stand
over there").
A skeptic at first, Biff soon comes
to believe in his friend's mission, and
at age..13 the two of them set out find
the famous Magi, who visited Joshua

at his birth and to learn what the world
has to teach them about how to be the
Messiah. Well, Josh is out for the
learning. Biff'sjustalonffor the ride.
And what a ride it is. Through their
travels, Josh and Biff learn the mysteries of Taoism and Buddhism,
unravel the secrets of sex (well, Biff
does and fills Josh in), battle a centuries-old demon and invent sarcasm.
And once they grow up, the laughs
just keep coming. Ever wonder how
bunnies came to be a symbol of
Easter? Or what a rough draft of the
Sermon on the Mount might have
looked like? The answers are all here.
But, Biff's tale of his travels with
the young Christ isn't just all about
fun and games. There are some very
poignant moments in this novel as
Joshua struggles with the knowledge
of what he feels called to do and Biff
deals with the pain and frustration of
seeing his beloved best friend suffer.
For scene or line that makes you laugh
out loud, there are also many places
where the reader genuinely feels for
Biff and Josh. Those moments are
what make this novel not just , a funny
religious satire, but also a deeply moving and thought-provoking commentary on the true nature of God, faith
and friendship.

CD Review
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy, "Save My Soul "
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

The late '90's swing craze, spurred
on by the success of the 1996 film
"Swingers" and Brian Setzer 's infectious version of Louis Prima 's "Jump,
Jive, and Wail," has faded, but Big
Bad Voodoo Daddy, one of the most
popular bands of the short revival , is
still swingin ' in style. The band rose
to prominence after an appearance in
"Swingers," playing the music to set
the stage for Jon Favreau and Heather
Graham 's outstanding dance scene.
The spot got the band a deal with
recording industry giant Interscope
Records, who released their phenomenal 1998 self-titled debut and follow-up "This Beautiful Life." The
band has recently re leased its third
major album , however after a stint
with Interscope , the band has gone
for a slightl y more low-key label with
Vanguard Records. Although this
album is indeed musically solid from
start to finish, these revivalists have
shown that their capacity for moving
forward is limited; Tliere is no doubt
that the musicians are all extremel y
accomplished on their respective
instruments and frontman Scotty
Morri s' voice is smooth as alway s,

but the act is growing old, and those
familiar with the band's older albums
(specifically the self-titled) will find
that these songs sound very much the
same, but without the catchiness and
energy the band once had.
It appears that the band is running

and the Bottle Make Three Tonight."
A bright side to the alburn are the
opening and closing tracks, "Zig Zaggity
Woop Woop, parts One and Two," which
feature clarinet and tuba and sound more
like something out of Harry Connick Jr.'s
big band than this swing band. "You
Know You Wrong" uses tlie same common practice of having the band sing
vocals in echo of Morris.
The biggest disappointment on
"Save My Soul" is that the band has
apparentl y lost its ability to adequately develop its songs. While the trademark instrumental solos still occur in
the middle of the songs between verses and choruses, like the fantastic
piano and trumpet solos on "Always
Gonna Get Ya," most of the vocals on
the songs begin almost as soon as the
track does, while the band used to
create intricate , lengthy introductions
often lasting at least two minutes.
Though Big Bad Voodoo Daddy is
out of ideas to explore, aa many of (he
melodies arc recycled, such as the certainl y still capable of making good
title track , with a melody almost iden- music , they aren 't try ing hard enough
tical to (hat of "Minnie the Moodier " on this new album to make things
(original ly by Cab Calloway and cov- interesting. Overall , the songs are
ered on Big Bad Voodoo Daddy's good at best , but the boys lack the
first album). Another disappointing cool that once effused from their
similarity is that the introduction to music. Longtime listeners and new"Always Gonna Get Ya" is nearl y tho comers alike will probabl y be disapsame as the opening riff on the band' s pointed at this mediocre effort from a
bi ggest song to date, "You and Me talented hand.

Though Big Bad
Voodoo Daddy is
still capable of
making good
music, they aren 't
trying hard enough
to make things
interesting.
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Continued from Page 6

ful song "There Were Roses," about
the Troubles, a conflict between
Catholics and Protestants in the
North of Ireland. Another audience
request, the song spoke of the importance of peace and friendship in
spite of political differences.
"Autumn," performed by Jacobs and
Wooden at the end of the first set,
was another touching number, a

The clear highlight of the set
was "Alberta
Bound," during
the chorus of
which Lusser
encouraged the
audience to
"impress the
hell out of us."
beautiful ballad of paternal love.
After a brief break the band came
back for an even more enjoyable
second set that started off with the
livel y folk tune "Roll Highway

Ml Man of Mode

Roll." Before beginning this song,
Jacobs announced, "It's our biggest
hit, because we heard it on the radio
once." They then took yet another
request, this time for "The Cat Came
Back," a gruesome yet comical tale
familiar to most members of the
audience. The clear highlight of the
set was the song "Alberta Bound,"
during the chorus of which Lussen
encouraged the audience to "impress
the hell out of us," with dancing,
singing and any other stunts that
came to mind. One enthusiastic
audience member tried his best to do
just that , stripping off his shirt as he
danced in front of the stage.
After ending the set with "This
Land is Your Land ," the band
received a standing ovation and
returned for an encore , entitled
"Rolling Home." They prefaced this
final number by saying how much
they genuinel y enjoy performing at
Colby every year. "This really is one
of our favorite places to perform ,"
Wooden said.
All in all , Woods Tea Company 's
concert was extremely entertaining
and enjoyable , arguabl y one of the
best shows that the Coffeehouse has
seen this year. Hopefull y for the fans
they have won at Colby during this
and past performances, Woods Tea
Company will be back to bring more
music and laughter to campus.

Continued from Page 6
next few years.
The major faults of the play lie not
in the cast's performance, but in the
text of the play itself. Etherege ties up

The major faults
of the play are
not in the cast's
performance,
but in the text of
the play itself.
Etherege ties up
loose ends so
that this story
ends almost too
neatly.
loose ends so that this story of hedonism, poor morals and self-absorption
ends almost too neatly. The audience
leaves the theater thinking, that perhaps, some of the characters got off
too easy.
"The Man of Mode" is showing for
a second weekend on Nov. 21 and 22
at 7:30 p.m. in Strider Theater. It is
worth seeing, if onl y for the pants.

COLBY JAZZ BAND: Livelyprogramfeaturestalentedstudentsoloists
Continued from Page 6
tunc that the band played early on in
the concert, featured not only Bertholf
but also a number of other very talented soloists, including Danny perry '04
on trumpet and Michael Grecnberg
'04 on clarinet . By the time the number ended, the audience knew they
were ex periencing the best Colby
music has to offer.
Thomas expressed his pride in the
students * talent a number of times
over the course of the evening. He had
a great rapport with the band and there
was a sense of much mutual respect.
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Every number they played was seemingly flawless, from the easy-going
tune "April in Paris" to the livel y, full
sound of "Swing,,Inc."
Thomas introduced the second half
of the concert as being "extraordinarily Latin ," and indeed it was. The
opening number of the act, "Hnilc de
los Changos Pelones," started slow
then got much more lively, with a distinctly Latin feel throughout.
Featuring solos from both Bertholf
and Thomas, this number was a definite hi ghlight of the evening.
Another such highlig ht was the
innovative tune "Cycles" by Chris
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Gordon: This number carried many
haunting melodies and had an otherworldly, magical feel to it. This sensation was aided by solos from Kathryn
lleideniann '04 on saxophone and
Barbara Hough '06 on flute. The flute
in particular did much to add to the
haunting beauty of the song,
All in all , the Colby Jazz Band's
fall concert was a lively testimony to
the fact that there are many talented
student musicians at Colby. Without a
doubt , everyone who attended the
concert will he wailing eagerly for the
next time those talents are on display
for the enjoyment of the community.
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Colby Squash to f ace national champs Dec. 5
By NICOLE LAVERY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colby men 's and women's
squash teams anticipate climbing the
ranks in their upcoming seasons. They
look to improve their national ranks,
clinch CBB bragging rights and continue
to build an exceptional squash program.
With an injury-plagued team, the
men 's squad went 5-15 and ranked 18
out of the nation's 44 teams. The team
lost four players to graduation: Rob
Burton '03, Tom Mace '03, Chris
Reigeluth '03 and Rahul Singh '03.
This season they hope to improve
their record and rank with the help of
three first year students: Mark Biggar
'07, Chris Holcolbe '07 and Andy
Carr '07.
Head Coach Sakhi Khan also hopes
that this fresh blood will be strong
additions and fill the fifth, sixth and
eighth spots on the roster.
"Our primary goal is to improve
our rank," Khan said.
As a goal for the season, the team
hopes to place, somewhere in the top
15 for the national tournament. All
collegiate squash is Division I with
the overwhelming majority of the
competition coming from east coast
schools. Depending on regular seasoning ranking, teams will place in
according flights:. "A," "B," "C" or
"D." Colby teams typically place in
the "B" flight. By placing 15 or better,
the team will make the cut for the
"B" fli ght.
The men 's captains, last year 's
Most Improved Player Trevor
McWilhams '05 and Ryan Phelan '05,
will lead the team and occupy the first

and second spots on the
roster. Amit Gaind '06,
last season's Rookie of the
By ZACH RUSSEM
Year and Coaches' Award
STAF WRITER :
recipient Samuel Weeks
'06 will be important
clutch players. Todd
The Colby College ski team will try
Basnight '06 earned the
to raise the bar yet again this season
Student-Athlete Award
and improve upon their 13 place finlast season and is expected
ish at the 2003 Division I N.C.A.A.
to make an impact.
Championships, which was the best in
Last year the women's
school history and was accomplished
squash team placed the
with only five members of a possible
highest in Colby 's history.
12 qualifying for nationals. Of those
They compiled a record of
qualifying and having the largest
9-11 last season, were
impact on Colby's success are undeniranked II nationally but
ably returning . alpine skiers Abbi
of 32 teams and were
Lathrop '06 and Jenny Lathrop '06.
semi finalists in the "B"
The Lathrop twins were a first year
flight championships.
sensation last season and dominated the
Khan expects Samantha
women's alpine eastern circuit while
Lawson '07 to be a key
each earned First Team All-American
player and fill the five spot
honors in slalom and Second Team AU' American honors in the giant slalom.
when she comes to campus in January. "It is a
Jenny won five of six slalom titles in the
similar strength team [to]
Eastern
Carnival Circuit including the
NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
last year," Khan said.
Captain Maura Myers '04 and Cate Young '04 rally during practice Tuesday.
Eastern Championships at MdcUebujv.,,,
Morgan Pratt '04, last seaCollege. She went on to finish secondln "'
'05, who are both studying abroad this ments of the season. Nov. 22 the men theslalom attheN.CAA Championships,
son's number one, will most likely fill
the top spot this season, while Nikki semester, will help to add to the will be traveling to Harvard
the top American finisher, and tenth in
Patel '05 will probably remain at two. strength and depth of the team when University for the Harvard Round
the giant slalom. Jenny also became the
Last season's Rookie of the Year, Emilie they return.
RobintournamentThey will play Williams first women in Colby history to win a
"We are working very hard as far as College and Massachusetts Institute of
Slack '06, will also be near the top filling
Division I ski race.
.
player.
However,
the
the role as clutch
physical fitness sessions, and getting Technology. The women will head to
Abbi was also dominant last year,
tides of fortune can change quickly in the physically fit, as well as mentally Wesleyan UniversityDec, 5 to participate
placing third three times, second twice
game of squash with no spot reserved for tougher and becoming a little more in the WesleyanRound Robin tournament and fifth in the eastern championships.
confident," Khan said.
one player alone.
They will face Wesleyan, Trinity College She proved her ability by taking fifth in
Captains Jen Barrett '04 and Maura
Physical fitness is important in and Amherst College.
the slalom and eighth in the giant
Myers '04 also look to be strong play- squash but equally important is strateAlthough both Amherst and Trinity
slalom at the N.C.A.A. Championships.
ers this season, while 2003's Most gy. "Squash is physical chess, its not traditionally are tough opponents Khan
The women's alpine team will look
Valuable Player Julia Benedict '05 about having one great move, its about is "not really concerned. We play them
for a third qualifier this year out of
will be a force with which to contend maneuvering shots," Khan explained.
again in the second semester with more
returning skiers and a crop of talented
as well. Lawson and last season's
Both teams continue to work hard players and a stronger team."
freshman. The women's team will be
Most Improved Player, Rachel Luskin in anticipation of their first tournalead by Captain Nicole Wessen '05.
The men's team will need their top
three skiers to improve upon last year's
results. Rob Saunders '05, Charlie Reed
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Continued from Page 10

dents per year for being underweight, half of whom are also athletes. It is likely that many more
students suffer from disorders, but
refuse to admit that they have a
problem and seek help.
Many female athletes; while they
feel pressure to be fit , find sports as
a haven of sorts from society's pressure to be thin. Wendy Bonner '05, a
three-sport varsity athlete in field
hockey, basketball and softball , said,
"Sports are an escape from th at pressure [to be thin] because they are a
source of self confidence. Women 1
are forced to recognize that without
their strength and athleticism, they
would not be as successful on the
field. In a sense, sports teach women
to be proud of their bodies."
Softball co-captain Meaghan Shea
'04 said, "My team actually tends to
pride themselves on the amount of
food they can put away."
Many athletes realize that food is
their fuel for success in competition. Women 's swimming captain
Kristan Ji ggetts '04 said , "It 's funny
that as swimmers, we arc always
half naked and wc don 't care
because we've been doing it for so
long that people seeing your body
isn 't an issue. If wc were constantl y
obsessing about how we look in

Saunders and Lathrop twins
lead Colby skiing this winter

swimsuits, we would not be focused
on what we need to get done in the
pool. We look at food as a source of

I have noticed
weight and exercise obsession
and thinness
amongst my
teams for 18
years.
Debbie Aitken

Cross country and track coach

fuel for a race or a practice, not as
the enemy."
However, many female athletes
certainl y notice problems among
their peers, although they note that
these women often do not participate in athletics.
Shea pointed out that "the majority of the girls here [at Colby] are of
average or small stature." Bonner
said , "For the same reason that
there is now a trend in not picking
up a tray in the dining hall , no girl
wants to be caught eating more than

the girl next to her."
Some sports seem to be more
conducive to eating disorders.
Athletic trainer Tina Steeves said,
"In general, not Colby-speaking,
sports where how you look is a factor, like Tunning and swimming"
tend to be more prone to disordered
behavior. Steeves cites the small
uniforms in such sports as a contributing factor.
Cross country and track coach
Debbie Aitken said, "I have noticed
weight and exercise obsession and
thinness amongst my teams for the
18 years that I have been at Colby."
Aitken notes that runners, especially distance runners, often see
improved performance after losing
a few pounds.
'
"The performance of eating-disordered runners tends to be almost
amazing. Runners tend to see
improvement for a very long time
after they have reached the too thin
stage." However, Aitken said that
her runner 's "health is my absolute
first concern above their race performance."
Women's cross country TriCaptain Elizabeth Turnbull '04 said
that running isn 't particularly conducive to eating disorders, but also
added that "there aren 't many successful overweight runners and

many girls that want to be faster
look in the mirror and then look at
the finish line or the cover of
Runner 's World and see who's getting first place. The fast women are
thin."
Turnbull noticed that, "running
does tend to attract motivated , organized, in-control or 'type-A' people.
It takes a Tot of commitment and
determination to run cross-country.
[Similarly], it takes a lot of commitment and determination to be
anorexic."
Colby offers a variety of support
systems for students, athletes and
non-athletes alike, who find themselves obsessing over food. Students
can make appointments at the Health
Center with a counselor or a medical
provider, who can refer them to a
nutritionist. Mathes said the team
approach of a counselor, medical
practitioner and nutritionist works
the best.
As the seriousness of eating disorders
has become apparent in recent years,
the College has reacted by organizing HEEAT (Health y Eating and
Exercise Attitude Team), a group of
students, faculty and staff that works
to emphasize smart choices when it
comes to food and exercise and discourage eating disorders.
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'06 and Warner Nickerson '05 each
qualified for nationals where Saunders,
the only male skier to win a Division I
race in Colby history, earned Second
Team All-American honors by finishing
eighth in the N.C.A.A. Championships.
The men's alpine team will be lead by
Captain Kristian Knights '04i
Alpine Coach Mark Godomsky returns
for his tenth season and was named
Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Association
Coach of the Year last season.
Despite the alpine team 's recent
climb through the national ranks, the
nordic team has not yet experienced the
success of the extraordinarily talented
alpine team. Last year none of the
nordic skiers qualified for nationals
leaving the overall ski team at a disadvantage in their final standings. A total
team score depends on the performances of both alpine and nordic teams.
t Leadingthe nordic men this year will be
ColiniWitherilT04,Eric Fitz '04 and Adam
;;St Pierre '04, who will be joined by a very
talented freshman core of Jeff Alden '07,
AndrewHerstein '07 and Fred Bailey '07.
The nordic women will be led by Marisa
Sowles '05 and Hillary Easter '06 who
each earned N.CAA. qualifying points
and will look to earn enough this seasonto
aid the alpine team in the overall team effort
at nationals. Nordic Head Coach Tracey
Cote will push her racersmis season in
hopes of having one or more of them qualify for the N,CA A. championships. The
nordicteamwill have two meetsbefore the
eastern carnival circuitbegins.
The ski team 's first carnival of the
season will be its own when Colby
hosts the first carnival of the eastern
circuit on Jan. 23 and 24 at Sugarloaf
USA. The N.C.A.A. Championships
will be held this year in Reno, Nev.
from March 8 to March 12.

'B.com
www.muiHpiaantopr

season with CBR scrim- Women's hockey starts
Swimmersj umpstart
mage, f aceCoast Guard in\ season's' f irstmeet season with long road trip
By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

'

In the 2002-2003 season the Colby
swim team finished with average team
records; the women finished seventh in
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference and the men finished ninth. Two highlights of the season were the men's team 165-123
defeat of Bates College Jan. 25 and the
women 's team 175-100 defeat of
Bowdoin College Feb. 8. One swimmer, Laura Miller '05, advanced to the
N.C.A.A. Championships at Emory
University in Atlanta, Ga. There she
placed sixth nationally in the 100-yard
butterfly with a time of 0:57.38, earning
All-American honors for her efforts.
"Last year we reall y pulled together
as a team, men 's captain Nick Battista
'04 said. "We were able to overcome
adversity through team unity and pride
during the championship meet. This
year has started right where we left off
last year and things are looking good."
Carolyn Plant '04 said, "The season
ended really "well last year. The only
thing that can make it better is that we
have so many strong freshmen . They
are just going to add so much to our
team, not only as athletes, but as people too."
One first year in particular, high
school All-American Meg Vallaly '07,
i&.expected to contribute significantly
to the women 's team .
Nov. 15 the Colby swim team
kicked off its season in a warm-up,
non-conference meet against Bates
and Bowdoin.

"We had a great
women's
meet,"
'
Captain Kn stan Jiggetts
'04 said. "It let the first
years get a feel for what
meets are like and also
let us get a glimpse of
what
Bates
and
Bowdoin have this year.
All the hard work we do
in the pool is for
Saturday. We are a team
that loves to race. Both
Bates and Bowdoin are
very competitive, so we
know we have to work
hard to be ready for
those meets in January
and February."
Battista agreed, "It
was a great chance for
us to see how we are
. ERIN RHODA/THE COLBY ECHO
doing so far this year. I
a
scrimmage
meet,
Relays,
at
Colby
Nov. 15.
The
medley
relay
kicked
off
the
CBB
think some people were
surprised
p leasantly
with their swims and overall the team a sport that requires a lot of time, ent events, so it doesn't work as well if
showed a lot of promise for the rest of effort and physical pain for success in we all do the same thing," Plant said.
"We do a lot of specialized training
the season. It is also a good opportunity the end. To have fun and enjoy the
in January that helps everyone out in
to compete against and get to know the sport is essential."
Bradford Seymour '04 mentioned their respective events," Jiggetts
swimmers from Bates and Bowdoin in a
the academic goals of the men 's team: added. "I was proud of how well we
fun and informal way."
"We are taking the academic excel- came together as a team last year and
the
Nov.
15
meet
does
not
Although
count toward conference standings,: lence very seriously. We want to. be in were able to be very successful and
both teams have set their sights on the the top three of Colby men's teams enjoy ourselves in the process of trainCBB. "One of our major focuses dur- and have an overall high GPA with no ing hard and competing."
ing the regular season is winning the outliers on the lov^side."
The swim team's next competitions
Because swimming is a race sport, are Nov. 22 versus the U.S. Coast
CBB title," Battista said. "We also
have goals on the team which are not careful training is essential to gain Guard Academy and Dec. 6 against
measured directly by our perfor- maximum speed in February for the the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology before they head to San
mance; unity is one and haying fun is NESCAC Championships, r
"[Head Coach Tom Burtoh] individ- Juan, Puerto Rico to participate in the
another."
Jiggetts concurred, "Swimming is ualizes our tapers. We all swim differ- San Juan Invitational Dec. 22. :

Colby indoor track starts
off the season in stride
By LARRY DAGROSA
STAFF WRITER

As winter approaches, so does the
longest athletic season of the year.
The Colby track teams' season lasts
from January until finals week in the
spring, running indoors and when the
weather finally allows, running outdoors. Be it on the frozen track or the
treacherous field house, from this
moment until the campus packs up for
the summer or forever, the track season is underway.
The women 's squad lost seven
seniors from last year 's group that finished third in the New England
Division III tournament and finished
the season ranked ninth in the countryLiz Fredrick '03, who finished ninth
Division III for the pole vault, and
Connie Beal '03, who finished fifth in
the N.C.A.A. in shot put and ninth in
the weight throw, earning AllAmerican honors. This year 's team
looks to build on last year 's success
with the help of a strong senior class
and a talented group of first years.
The men 's team, under the direction of a new head coach, Todd Coffin
'83, looks to continue the success of
last season with a strong group of
returning athletes including Xavier
Garcia '05, Peyton Mclilyea '05 and
Jason Foster '06. Garcia earned AllAmerican honors last year in the 400meter and is part of the record holding
400-meter relay team including TriCaptain Patrick Mamcr '05.
Hamer, who missed both indoor and
outdoor track last season because of his
studies abroad , is excited to get back on

the track. "We really didn't lose many
seniors from last year and we have a lot
of young leaders, two of our captains
are juniors anc-! one is a sophomore,"
Assistant Coach Bill Lund said.

We really didn't
lose many seniors
from last year and
we have a lot of
young leaders.
Bill Lund
Assistant Coach

Colby track is excited about the
return of Coffin as the new head
coach of the men's track team. After
leaving Colby with a B.A in Geology,
Coffin worked as a geologist around
the country while still competing in
various running events. Along with
being the first N.C.A.A. champion in
any sport at Colby, Coffin was a
three-time All-American and Donald
P. Lake award winner while a student ,
and in 1993 had his shoes retired in
the presti gious Colby trophy room.
"Coach Coffin has achieved about
as much as a runner can as an athlete
and we are excited to have someone
with his experience," Lund said, Both
players and coaches are excited about
his return to the Hill and look forward
to the new accomplishments he will
surely have back at Colby.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Here's What's Playing Friday, Nov. 21
through Thursday, Nov. 27

Continued from Page 10

whom arc expected to be powerful
squads this year.
"The NliSCAC is going to be strong
m 5:00,7:30 Also Sat/Sun 12:00,2:30
as always, but I think we have some
good game plans prepared. Wc are
working on pushing the ball up the
floor and trying to Inst break as much
as possible. Wc are going to try to wear
'""•i 5:10,7:45 Also Sat/Sun at 12:00, 2:35
down teams with the running game as
much as possible," Forlizzi .said.
'Hie Mules head to Willimuntic, Conn, to
play in the Western New Hngland tournament
'«• 5:00, 7:00, 8:50 Also Sat/Sun 1:00,3KK)
and also to Habson College in Wellesley,
Muss, on Tuesday. The team also will host a
A.
¦¦
'
¦
Thanksgiving
tournament and will compete
j,
L'iMMftV;\Li I v^.
_&i V..1. ' ' Ibf ci
I^^Ht^^bt^HUB^BHH^Hfc^D^AUU^^Hg
against ninny fellow Maine schools for some
additional non-league action during tlie
RSqBw(sH0^^HS?^H^^%l!nHBir^
MgVM&w&AfFKffni^^Bh Jn^HH- feraOTBonHHu' "V^
remaining weeks of Ihe semester.
'¦
^^^^^a t S^B ^sf f w K K U^ m' "S^ '
The Mules are prepared to make
¦
w^H^^KSBKB^K^KKB/tMm^w
progress and will certainl y come out
on top in the tough games this season.

LOVE ACTUALLY

MAtTM AND COMMANDED
THE FAR SIDE OF THE WORLD

The women's hockey team returns to
the ice after finishing last year in fifth
place in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference and upsetting the fourth-seeded Hamilton
College squad to make it to the
Conference semifinals where the Mules
suffered a tough loss to in-state rival
Bowdoin College. Bowdoin went on to
play in the national semifinals where
they lost to Manhattanville College.
With many key players returning, the
Mules look to remain in the top four of
the NESCAC for the second-straight
• year. The Mules have added the expertise of Assistant Coach Jamie Jewers,
who joins Colby from the far reaches of
upstate New York, where she has been
the assistant coach at Elmira College
for the last two years. During her tenure
the team won back-to-back Division IH
national championships.
Jewers brings much experience to the
staff in assisting Head Coach Jen Holsten
'90 as Jewers was a member of the 2002
American Hockey Coaches Association
and American Women's College Hockey
Alliance Staff of the Year.
Expectations are high and the anticipation of starting the new season off
with two of the top teams, Williams
College and last year 's -NESCAC
champions Middlebury College on the
road, the Mules, are showing no fear
about making their intent to make a run
for the NESCAC title known.
"With many coaching changes and a
high number of strong players lost to

graduation on many of the NESCAC
teams, the league is really up for grabs,"
Co-Captain Kate Sweeney '04 said.
Ending last year as fifth in the
NESCAC for scoring and fourth in
penalty killing, Colby looks to improve
upon those statistics. The hard work
that the team displayed in the offseason
will pay off as the team seems to be in
better shape coming into the season
than in the past. "We were able to focus
more time to hockey and not to conditioning and much of this can be attributed to the early morning workouts and
the encouragement of coaches Quinn
and Hunt and their lacrosse team,"
Sweeney added.
Co-Captain Christina Dotchin '04
commented on the team chemistry of
this year's squad; "I think this team has
bonded very quickly this year. The first
years are all great and we are looking
for each of them to play a key role on
the ice."
Colby returns a large core of veterans
including all three of Colby's top-scorers,
including one of the top-scorers in the
NESCAC and the team-leading scorer,
Heather Devito '05, who accumulated 60
points in just two seasons. Despite the
Mules heading into this weekend's games
faced with a slight set back as Devito
developed an illness and will be unable to
play, expectations are still high and the
anticipation is even greater.
Colby kicks off the regular season on
the road against Williams College and
Middlebury College this weekend. They
open their home season on Nov. 25
against the University of Southern Maine
Huskies at 7 p.m.

Cross Country f i nishes Coach: lodestar of team
season at NE tourney
By JOHN DeBRUICKER.
STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday the cross country
season ended for most of the Ivfules
at the New England Collegiate
Championships. The women finished tenth overall, the men seventh
and Tri-captain Nat Brown '04
earned a spot at the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Division III championships- in,
Hanover, Ind. What has been an
exciting season for both squads now
focuses on the efforts of one man.
(Carina Johnson '05 and Jess Minty
'06 both ran strong races, but their 36
and 45 place finishes respectively
were not enough to earn them the trip
to nationals. Tri-Captain Mary Phelps
'04, Hillary Easter '06 and TriCaptain Elizabeth Turnbull '04 ran
close together in a field of 35 teams,
keep ing the team score low for Colby.
Head Coach Deb Aitken urged
her runners all season long to take
a risk and take the first mile fast
and those who did that saw that
they could push themselves farther
than they had expected.
The lady Mules fought hard this
season while always remaining competitive. They will graduate only one
of their top five runners , meaning they
will be even more of a force to be
reckoned with next year. Phelps was a
consistent runner in her final rounds
of the New England course and leaves
her team with an inspiring performance of 24:08 over the six-kilome-

ter course.
The men had trouble breaking up
Bates College's middle three men,
but still impressed Head Coach Todd
Coffin with their seventh place result.
Coffin was proud of his team for all
improving their times on this course
from the last time they ran it, on that
wet, rainy Saturday in November.
When the entire team improves like
that, "There 's not much you can ask
for as a coach," Coffin added. He was
impressed with the way the freshmen, Jeff Alden '07, Fred Bailey '07
and Dan Vasallo '07, handled the
pressure of such a significant race.
Brown will head to the national
race for the third time in his career,
one of the only Colby runners to ever
do so. He ran the eight-kilometer
course in 26:30 to a 15 place finish.
Tri-Captain Eric Reinauer felt he was
close to cracking into the top seventeen , but in such a crowded race of
266 runners, it is difficult to know
where one is in the standings.
The two seniors, Reinaeur and
Brown , led their team by example for
most of the season, finishing first and
second for Colby in the last four
races. Another senior, Tri-Captain
John Tyson '04 was glad to finish the
season with the top group and go out
in a large race with a time of 28:58
over five miles.
The season is not yet over for
Brown , who will fl y to Indiana to
take on the best from around the
country this Saturday.

EAT THE SPREAD
By ClJff White

What makes a great coach and
what makes a coach great? Do all
great coaches share common attributes, something that makes them
superior leaders? The answer is
hard to find. Coaches like Steve
Spurrier and Bobby Bowdon are
both hated and loved , but anyone
knowledgeable about college football would tell you that they're both
great coaches.
Think of the names that come to mind
when thinking about the best coaches in
history : Vince Lombardi , Scotty
Bowman, Dean Smith, Leo Durocher,
Joe Paterno , Joe McCarthy, Red
Auerbach , Pat Summitt, Casey Stengal,
Bobby Knight, Phil Jackson and Mike
Ditka, These coaches all had drastically
different styles in radically different
sports and eras.
So what did they all do to become
known as the best? To me, it seems
clear : a great coach, above all , produces winning results. Everything else
is secondary and can be overlooked.
By no means were or are many of
these coaches upstanding citizens.
Look at someone who makes my list
of great coaches: basketball great Bobby
Knight. Forced to resign from Indiana
because videos surfaced as evidence
Hint he physically abused his players, an
aura still surrounds him at his new job at
Texas Tech. So how can a man sur'
rounded by so much controversy be
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New York Yankees coach Joe Torre.
A modest man with a subdued coaching style, he has led the "Bronx
Bombers" to four World Series victories and six American League pennants. But before his stint with the
Yanks, he had been a manager for 14
years in Major League Baseball and
had never won 90 games. He finished
first in his division only once with
the 1982 Atlanta Braves. He was not,
by any standards, a great coach.
What connects the obstreperous
Knight with the unpretentious Torre?
The fact that, through luck and good
hiring, their personalities and coaching styles matched up well with the
environments they were brought into.
Every coach at the Division I college
or professional level must have a
prodi gious body of knowledge about
the sport they are coaching. But to rise
to the next level, coaches must blend
skills like organization, communication, dedication and discipline into a
compete package that will garner
respect from the players, the ownership, the administration and the fans.
A coach is the figurehead , the icon ,
of the team. To a large extent , they are
the ones calling the shots and making
the tough decisions. Often, they are
blamed for failing at a job that could
not be done. Every coaching job is
different and adaptation to what the
organization needs out of the coach is
vital to one 's success. Finding the perfect niche between coach and team is
an elusiye and frustrating task , but
when it happens , great results arc
bound to ensue.
If sports play a significant role in
our society, which I think they do,
then coaches play an important role
in the shaping of our culture. Of
course, every coach has strengths
and weaknesses, but all coaches act
as leaders. The best leaders are the
ones who motivate , the ones who
push the rest of us to p laces we
thoug ht wc could not go. They
build mora l fiber , strong character
and self-confidence, Good coaches
win games; great coaches inspire
greatness.
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this Week
in sports

Eating disorders p revalent, especially harmf ul to athletes
By ALEXA LINDAUER

binge or over-eat. Percentages are
STAFF WRITER
higher among college-aged women.
According to the National Eating
Disorder Association, 91 percent of
while
often
years,
The college
described as the best years of our college women have attempted to conlives, are also some of the most trol their weight through dieting.
stressful and emotionally turbulent. Although a much lower percentage of
Many , students deal with the psy- males are affected, there are still one
cholog ical trauma of independence million men that, struggle with the confor the first time by restricting or dition.
Thompson said, "I believe because
obsessing over eating habits. When
our
society, as hard as it is on everyconeverything else seems beyond
trol, those students with eating dis- body's body image and self-esteem, is
orders take comfort in the fact that worse and at an earlier age on girls and
they can control what they consume women [than men]."
Field hockey captain Brittney
and how much they weigh. As eating disorders progress,. those who Lazar '04 said, "There is a constant
suffer from them completely lose trepidation concerning weight loss.
control as the disorder takes over From the amount one exercises to the
their life and physically damages food one eats, there is a perpetual
awareness of body image. Not only
their bodies.
Medical director of Health are there expectations to stay thin, but
Services Dr. Melanie Thompson one should also be toned, leaving very
said 10 to 20 percent of women : little room for imperfection."
Thompson said those who suffer from
have issues with or obsessive
thoughts about their weight. This a disorder have "very high, sometimes
includes not only those who under- unreasonable expectations for themeat or purge, but also those who selves."As disorders progress, the physi-

cal and health effects become more and
moreserious.
^
Clinical dietician Caroline
Mathes explained , "[When your
body is deprived of food] your
metabolisrn slows down; your
body thinks it is in starvation so
it shuts down some systems. This
actuall y makes weight control
even more difficult. For women
their menstrual cycle becomes
irregular or stops. If there is not
enough calcium eaten then stress
fractures can be seen in active
women with menstrual problems.
Fertility can also be affected.
Lack of food , fuel for the brain,
can
decrease
concentration;
hence your ability to do well in
academics can get affected."
In addition, anemia, muscle loss
and accelerated osteoporosis are
common amongst disordered eaters,
as well as deteriorated emotional
health. Without treatment, the heart ,
rate becomes abnormally slow,
which can eventually lead to heart
failure. Between five and 20 per-

FRIDAY- N(M 21
• Women 's Hockey
© Williams College
• Men 's Hockey

¦
. .' ¦' . 7p.m.:

vs. St. Anselm's College
• Men 's Basketball
@ Western New England's
at Wiilimantic, Cpnii.
•Fencing Tournament
; ' ¦: ' : 6 p-«V
@ Field House
SATURDAY; NOV.22

• Women's Basketball
2 p.m.
Colby Tip Off tourney
vs. Newbury College
¦•• Women's Hockey
@ Middlebury College
• Men's Hockey
4 p.m.
vs. New England College
• Men's Squash
@ Harvard Round Robin
• Men's Basketball
@ Western New England's
at Wiilimantic, Conn.

NOAH BAUZS/7HE COLBY ECHO

Body image concerns lead 91 percent of college women to diet.
cent of patients with anorexia will
eventually die from the disorder and
its affects.
An obsession with weight is dangerous to any student, but can be
.especially harmful to athletes.
Because of the intensity of collegelevel training, student-athletes need
to properly fuel their bodies with

adequate
food
and
liquids.
Frequently students who suffer from
weight obsession disorders exercise
compulsively, although they may not
necessarily participate on sports
teams at Colby. However, Thompson
reported that she sees five to TO stuContinued on Page 8

— WinterSports Preview-—
Women's Basketball hurt by graduation Men 's ice hockey takes aim at
NESCACtitle in 2003-2004season
By NAT BROWN

Leading that attack will be Wendy
Bonner '05, who ranked second on the
team in scoring and rebounding at 13.2
The Colby women's basketball team points and 8.8 rebounds per game. She
hopes to build off of its successful 2002- also shot 53 percent from the floor.
2003 season and remain a force in the Also returning is Bourque, who averNew England Small College Athletic aged 3.6 points and 3.7 rebounds while
Conference. In order to do so, the team making significant contributions from
will have to withstand the loss of four the defensive end. Sarah Kelly '06, the
crucial seniors : Bianca Belcher '03, first player off the bench last year, averAndrea DeAngelo '03, Christine aged 4.4 points and 3.2 rebounds last
O'Donnell '03 and Sarah Walsh '03. How season. Also expected to turn heads are
well the returning players are able to step Kate Emery '06, Alanna Balboni '06
up, as well as the ability of the first years . and Cassie Green '06.
to make an impact will be key to Colby's
"Our greatest strength will be our
continued success this season.
Last season Colby finished 18-7
overall, with a 6-3 record in NESCAC, a
finish good enough to earn a tie for third
place in the conference. This year, the
team will have to find a way to fill the
void left by the graduation of Walsh. She
earned All-American honors last season
after leading the conference in scoring
per game (17.8), rebounding per game
(11.6) and finished as the program's alltime leader in rebounds (1,022) and
steals (244). This season, the scoring
will be better distributed.
"We relied on Sarah for a lot of our
scoring last year, as we did tlie rest of tlie
Caitlin Bourque '04
seniors," Captain Caitlin Bourque '04
Captain
said. "There is no way to replace an AllAmerican, but we are just a totally different (cam this year. Our scoring will have quickness and athleticism ," Bourque
to be much more balanced and everyone said. "We are going to be a pressingwill need to contribute every single game and-running team and everyone on the
for us to be successful."
team fits into that style of play. Our
STAFF WRITER

. . .

Our greatest
strength will be
our quickness
and athleticism,
we are going to
be a pressing
and running
team.

greatest weakness is probably our inexperience. We are a very young team with
eight freshmen and four sophomores. It
will take a lot of focus early on in the
season, but we can definitely overcome
our youth with confidence."
Anothermajor factor will be how much
the iirst years can play important roles
early in the season. Bourque explained,
"We need the first years to contribute in
games and in practice; so far they have
impressed me. Every day they improve
and their intensity is always up, which is
what-we need and will be a key component to our success this year. There are a
lot of plays and defenses to be learned, but
so far they are learning them and hustling
in every practice."
The NESCAC looks to be competitive as usual, with Bowdoin College,
Wesleyan University, Bates College,
Williams College as well as Colby all
earning winning records last year.
The season starts Nov. 22 at home, when
Colby will host Newbury College in the
Colby Tip-Off Tourney. Colby's first game
against a NESCAC opponent will be Jan. 8.
at home against CBB rival Bates.
Overall , the Mules are confident and
ready to get into action. "Wc don 't have
any specific goals for league or season
records," Bourque said, "but we definite ly plan on making the NESCAC
playoffs and being in the top half of the
NESCAC standings. The whole team
and I are really excited to start this season. Wc are ready for games to start."

Men 's basketball back with experience
By AMY CRONIN
STAFF WRITE R
i

The Colby men 's basketball team is
looking to improve on a somewhat disappointing 6-16 record with an older,
more experienced roster taking the
court. Last year 's record did not accurately represent the team 's ability, with
the Mules losing many close games.
Three of the season 's losses ended
within a three-point margin and one
game in overtime.
Colb y 's biggest weakness in the
2002-2003 season was their youth; with 13
first years and sophomores making up the
majority of the (aim and only one senior,
2O02-20O3 was die epitome of a rebuilding
year. 'lVi-Captains Matt F'orliwi '04, Nick
Uiukes '04 and Pat McGowan '05 will be
leading a squad with more depth and a
larger number of contributors on the
court this winter.
"There is a better overall cluss distribution this year and a more experienced team, which will surely produce
dividends ," Head Coach Richard
Whitmore said. Whitmore, who is in

his 33 year of coaching Colby basketball , will be looking to returning
starters Loukes, McGowan and
Michael Westbrooks '06 to pick up
where they It'll off last season , as well
as many other returners to step up and

Snyder-Eair '05, who was sidelined
last season with an eye injury. Forliz/.i
also will certainly be a key contributor
far Colby this season.
"It will be very interesting to sec
how Jamie develops aft er being
unable lo play last year and Matt has
worked extremel y hard in the off-season and that will certainl y pay off for
him ," Whitmore said.
One goal for the team is to stay
healthy, as the Mules alread y have
suffered a huge loss witli returning
starter Jared Cushinun '05, who is out
lor the season due to a recent shoulder
surgery. Colby does not start their
New England Small College Athletic
Conference .schedule until January,
when Ihcy begin a month and a half of
Richard Whitmore intense competition each week in a
strong conference.
Coach
Williams
College won the
i
Division III National Championshi p
make an impact this season.
title last season, so they will remain
McOowun led the team in scoring a formidable opponent Ihis season,
last season with 291 points and nlong with Amherst College, Trinity
Westbrooks was second in rebounds College and Tufts University, all of
with a season tall y of 122. One player
to watch will be 6'8" center Jamie
Continued on Page 9

Better overall
class distribution
this year and a
more experienced
team...will surely
produce dividends.

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby men's hockey ended their
2002-2003 season with an 18-6-2
overall record, a third-place standing
in the New England Small College
Athletic Conference and a rank of 14
in all of Division III hockey.
Ending their season for the secondstraight year in the NESCAC tournament semifinals, the Mules lost 2-3 in
overtime against Trinity College
March 8. However, Captain Evan
Kearns '04 is confident that the team
will be able to overcome this hurdle in
the 2003-2004 season. "More than
any other year, this is our chance to
win it all," he said.
Head Coach Jim Tortorella said of
last season, "Everyone accepted their
individual roles and did a great job of
performing at the highest level. The
strength of our program has always
been our team chemistry, We try to
develop it so we're play ing our best
hockey in February."
According lo Tortorella, one area the
team needs to improve upon is "the ability to take our level of confidence to a
new level of feeling comfortable," he
continued.
"You have to believe you can perform
at the hig hest level. I' ve told the team to
use pressure as an enhancer, rather than
an inhibitor."
Colby led the N ESC AC in scoringoffense last year with 125 goals and
was second in scoring-defense with 60
goals. The Mules ' special teams were
very effective, ranking second in the
conference in both power play and
penally kill.
Although the Mules lost several
valuable players to graduation , most
notabl y Sean O'Grady '03, Brock
Barton '03 and J.D. Hndiaris '03, the
team retained the core of their offense.
Assistant Captain Nick llayley '05 led
last year 's team in scoring with 17
goals and 22 assists for a total of 39
points, lie earned first team all-conference honors, as well as NESCAC
Winter All-Academic honors . Brian

ECHO FILE PHOTO

Men s' hockey starts season with St. Anselm 's arid NEC this weekend.
Chisholm '04 followed with 12 goals
and 23 assists, the most assists of any
NESCAC player. Despite missing four
games due to injury, Assistant Captain
Cory Ernst '05 scored 16 goals, live of
which were game-winning and tallied
14 assists. Ernst was also named to the
NESCAC Winter All-Academic team.
Other major contributors were
Patrick Walsh '05 (seven goals , 20
assists), Kevin Lyons '06 (15 goals, 10
assists), Ross MacMillan '04 (12 goals,
13 assists) and defenseman Nick
Meintel '04 (seven goals, 15 assisls).
Kearns was unable to play last seasonduo to
injury, but nicked up 12 goals mid 15 assists
during the 2001-2002 season,
Because of die Mules' offensive depth ,
Tortorella will "roll the lines a lot , where
a lot of oilier teams will onl y play two
lines ," Bay ley said.
In goal Chris Ries '05 had a 3,32
goals against average and an 8-3-1
record, "|Ries| defined himself as a lop
NESCAC goalie his freshman year,"
Tortorellu .said.

"He faltered a little bit last year, so
this is a big year for him."
The Mules' first game of the season
is Friday at 7 p.m. versus St. Ansclm 's
College at home, followed by New
England College Saturday at 4 p.m.,
also at home. Last season Colby routed St, Ansclm 's 7-0, but barely got by
New Eng land with a 7-6 overtime
win. The Mules , however, are not resting on their laurels, believing history
will repeat itself.
"The main thing for us to focus on
is what we can do," Ernst said. "If we
focus on the things wc can control ,
we'll p lay our game and increase our
chances of winning."
"We don 't talk about wins and losses,"Tortorella said. "We talk about the
synergy of our classes. The gout is to
create that every day. Our direct goal
is to improve each and every day as a
p layer and ns u pers on; championships
will take care of themselves."

INSIDE SPORTS
Women's Squash
Starts season with strong opponent in the
WOE S
reigning national champs Trinity,

Swimming and Diving

Colby swimming opens the season with the
PMJE O
CBB Relays.
'
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